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It is hard to think of a country that evokes as much as the United States of American. Across the globe people’s emotions are stirred, stereotypes employed, gratitude being expressed and sheer hatred espoused. The United States remain both inherently unknown to the average person, as much as many people across the world consider American culture their second culture. A 1993 film by German filmmaker Wim Wenders carried a title that seems to appropriate for the above mentioned peculiarity, and thus very applicable: In weiter Ferne, so nah!  Translated as, ‘Faraway, so Close’, this title expresses the very same tension between something that is both so alien and at the same time, so familiar. But how to makes sense of it all? How to mentally encompass such vast stretch of land, such a large population and the enormous diversity thereof? How has it been possible for so many people to have become so opinionated about a single country?  How to penetrate to the very fiber of the American culture? To be able to read its DNA and to be able to, finally, get a grip on that indefinable, yet unmistakable and eternally lingering sense that there is something truly special about the country. This is not always understood as stereotypes and assumptions have overshadowed that which proves otherwise. From time to time America’s cultural transmissions may have sounded like silly symphonies to the foreign ear. To a large extent it was left to the American Studies scholars and students alike to help people understand, to learn to listen and make a silly symphony sound like music to the ear. 									Apart from being a flashback and perspective on the field of American Studies, this introduction is also meant to demonstrate how the essays written during the spring semester 2008 at the University of Florida relate to the various American studies concepts and overall theoretical framework. Accordingly, I will argue that the influence of the Myth and Symbol School methodology, as used in the field up to the nineteen sixties, has been far reaching and how this can cloud a discussion, the case in point being the controversy surrounding flying the Confederate battle flag in public space. However, this very same discussion will also reveal the progress made over the years, in part due to a greater understanding and sensitivity on the part of the general public. Certainly it can be argued that this is in part due to the progress made within the field of American studies itself as the paradigms have changed, and the parameters have shifted. After all, there is no such thing as an intellectual vacuum. There will be always be events or other instances that will shake, or even replace existing paradigms, allowing for new historical experiences, cultural narratives and other perspectives to have their influence felt. This happened to the field of American studies, but also to the field of American political science.									From the early nineteenth century up to the nineteen thirties, political science, slowly but gradually, came under the spell of the behavioralism. Inspired by the social sciences, psychology in particular, early advocates of the behavioral approach tried to move the focus of their research towards more observable facts and behavior, moving the field away from what they described as the crude empiricism of the historical and analytical works by the more traditional political scientists. Behavioralism as an approach within the field of political science researched its zenith during the nineteen sixties, after which its rise came to and end. Right about that same time, American Studies started its very own move away from what arguably was its version of crude empiricism, the Myth and Symbol methodology. It is a testament to the dynamism of the academe as a whole, which was reflected in the establishment and methodological development of American studies itself. For in the age of the academe, the university’s disciplines have always produced the kinds of people who were always willing seek what ought to be.								   What is an American?	
The above mentioned dilemma of trying to make sense of the appeal the United States and American culture seems to have, is not a problem that solely occupies the mind of foreign observers. From the very first European settlers up to participants of a political campaign rally, Americans too have tried to come up with answers as to what American Culture really is, what it means to be an American and, in the process, what meaning they invest their country with, and what this subsequently means to them and the foreign observers. 									One of the primary visions of what an American is, was presented by in the late eighteenth century by Hector St. Jean de Crevecoeur. In his volume of narrative essays entitled Letters from an American Farmer, published in 1782, he asked the pivotal question: “What then is the American, this new man?” (54). Having left his native country, this new man left behind is old ways; his manners, his old mode of life, trading it in for new principles and ideas. He thus becomes an American “by being received in the broad lap of our great Alma Mater. Here individuals of all nations are melted into a new race of men, whose labors and posterity will one day cause great changes in the world” (55). 	Despite the fact Crevecoeur made mention of a concept that would later be famously christened the ‘melting pot’, the dominant cultural and political voice was the white Anglo-Saxon majority. In all fairness however, within that particular framework too, a form of cultural self-reflection remained persistent: What is an American? It remained a true existential question, both culturally and ideologically, and in the end a existential question of an academic discipline. In order to find an answer to this question, the first American Studies programs were established in American universities. Furthermore, these programs were meant to overcome a traditional academic preference to European culture, literature in particular. 	
Myth and Symbol
The publications that would later be considered the seminal and defining works reflected the sense of an uncontested American culture. Henry Nash Smith wrote perhaps the first of a string of canonical books that greatly shaped the methodological self-definition of the field, Virgin Land: The American West as Symbol and Myth. Whatever its flaws, the book initially provided the discipline with a research method. The basic premise or assumption was that myths, as cultural products of a certain historical period, could be used to interpret the broader historical context within which those myths originated, enabling scholars to probe for the essential American values. The most famous of such an attempt is perhaps Brooklyn Bridge: Fact and Symbol by Alan Trachtenberg. Trachtenberg saw the Brooklyn Bridge as a symbol of essential American values. He believed that a certain tension was central to America, and portrayed the Brooklyn Bridge as a synthesis between opposing forces such as vision and beauty, reflected in the initial design for the rainbow bridge, versus commercialism and utility, symbolized by the grid of Manhattan. Or, with regard to the actual Brooklyn Bridge, the tension between the traditional masonry and use of concrete versus the novel use of steel, between its architectural beauty and monumentality and its utility in connecting Brooklyn and Manhattan. As a synthesis, the bridge thus became a symbol of the harmony, unity and of the potential of American culture. 								However, as Trachtenberg also noted, symbols not only exist in time and place, but also in the collective imagination. Symbols thus become prone to “carry a burden of implication” as Bruce Kuklick noted in his essay Myth and Symbol in American Studies (72). This enables the symbol to “connote moral, intellectual and emotional qualities of wider and wider range” (72), increasing the natural discrepancy between the myths and reality. A prime example perhaps being F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel The Great Gatsby, in which the author showed the tragedy of myth as history. America as a construct eludes he wrote on the last page of his book: “Gatsby believed in the green light, the orgastic future that year by year recedes before us. It eluded us then, but that’s no matter – to-morrow we will run faster, stretch out our arms farther…And one fine morning – “ (188). As Fitzgerald already implied, in most cases this discrepancy between myth and reality is mostly unable to affect the power of the myth. This lasting power of a myth, taken together with the holistic concept of culture as presented in Virgin Land, provided a methodological basis within which various converging and changing lines could be guided, despite the changing of sociological concepts that would prove defining for the American culture and society. 						Apart from this methodological self-definition, the developing discipline was soon recognized as having the potential for augmenting the US foreign policy and thus the self-reflecting function of the American Studies field was complemented by self-explanation. With the advent of the Cold War and the subsequent ideological struggle between West, The United States at the forefront, and the Communist countries throughout the world, led by the Soviet Union, the US faced a sudden pressing need for a sense of direction. American Studies thus became more ideologically tainted, reflected in its substance. Accordingly, Smith’s Virgin Land came to represent more than was obvious at face value. Smith spoke of both a ‘wild West’ and an ‘agrarian West’, and despite the first glance difference between the rugged frontier men and the yeoman farmers, they were both supposed to possess a moral righteousness, representing true liberty and thus highlighting the benevolent nature of the progress of the American society. Furthermore, the overall conquest of the American West, symbolized for instance by the famous Lewis and Clark expedition and the completion of the continental railroad, could be interpreted as an incentive for a more geopolitical manifest destiny. 
Crossing conceptual boundaries
Luckily, every history is a partial account, written according to the rules and convention of the times. A zeitgeist, however, leaves room for interpretation to fill the gap between a historical or cultural account and the experience thereof. These various readings are critical when we turn our attention to the implementation of American Studies shortly after the Second World War. In no way did the field become an agent of tainted American exceptionalism. Sure enough, there were those who whished to continue the practices and approaches as employed and taken up in the US itself, but in the end the interplay between American and European scholars of American Studies in Europe reflected and the US reflected the transnationality and diversity of both the continents . 		The gradual loosening of conceptual boundaries proved especially useful as the ‘Myth and Symbol’ school became discredited in the US itself. During the late nineteen fifties and the most of the nineteen sixties, in short the Civil Rights era, the traditional culturally dominant voice of the WASP majority became more and more contested. Their hegemony came to and end and it were those who Frederick Jameson called the “inner colonized of the First World”, who made themselves heard (Campbell and Kean: 49). In doing so, they challenged the concept of a single and unified American culture, and thus they way in which people have looked at myths and symbols. Slowly but gradually, the reality sunk in that culture, be it American culture or any other, was not something static and uncontested. Rather it was recognized to be dynamic and open to interpretation. Even more so present-day, a time during which the ‘Borderland principle’, as invoked by Campbell and Kean, being ‘a meeting place of many cultures, systems of ritual and believes…where identity, language and space are constantly interchanged, contested and crossed-over’ (10), seems to be even more widely applicable with today’s globalization, which in fact makes the world as a whole resemble a borderland. 												There is thus a constant interplay between the transmission and reception of American culture on a grand scale, which is particularly difficult to frame conceptually. Something which was exacerbated by the fact that it became increasingly difficult to present something which could be considered basic with regard to American culture as those previously marginalized cultural voices came to present their historical and cultural narratives and conceptual constructions. It was to this new reality that scholars in both the US and Europe responded to. George Lipsitz probably put it best when he wrote Listening to Learn and Learning to Listen: Popular Culture, Cultural Theory, and American Studies. The very title of his essay, after a story about Clark Terry joining the Duke Ellington Orchestra, reflected what Lipzitz called “A useful way of conceptualizing the present moment for scholarly research in American Studies” (310). Or, to put in other words, how to utilize the diversity in order to create harmony. For too long, as Lipsitz notes, “American studies scholars…have been accomplices in an unjust representation of American culture, depicting it as more monolithic and less plural than the realities of American life and history warrant” (320). 					A flip-side to this reasoning is the fact that in due course it has made scholars weary of the kind of self-assured representations that smacked of holism. Listening to learn “honed an extraordinary sensitivity among researchers to the ways in which scholarly conventions of representation are not complete, objective, or impartial, but rather partial, perspectival, and interested”, as Lipsitz put it (324). But just as Walt Disney’s Silly Symphonies were a showcase for the talent of the animators and the new techniques that were being employed in the industry to better the art of animation, so too was this gained perspective and the increased sensitivity with regard to the representation of culture and the interplay between transmission and reception of American culture, and the various reactions to it, both within the American studies discipline in the US, and in Europe. It showcased just what could be achieved when ‘listening to learn, and learning to listen’. And what before seemed mere silly symphonies in the more literal sense now was music to the scholars’ ear. What did not resonate at first, now struck a chord. Crevecoeur’s classical inquiry as to what an American is, and the initial Myth and Symbol approach of the traditional American studies research method has proven to be insufficient when it comes to problematizing the dialectic process of culture. But as new cultural accounts weighed in, so did new scholarly categories. New questions arose from the complexities, and because of that American studies still have a critical role to perform as a result of it. 											One such an example is the controversy of flying the Confederate battle flag in public space. It highlights the problems of a previously marginalized cultural voice weighing into the debate with its own historical narrative and experience. The debate brings to the fore all the above mentioned elements; symbols and myth, particular historical experience and the questions of cultural hegemony. 
Divisive Symbolism
After having been carried into battle at the onset of the Civil War, the confederate battle flag turned into a national emblem and symbol for the Confederacy. Subsequently, the media started to press for its incorporation in the new national flag, one that would replace the Stars and Bars. The new flag came to signal a sense of pride, especially amongst confederate soldiers. And even though slavery had been abolished after the defeat and surrender of the Confederacy, the continued practice of segregation and the marginalizing of the African American community in the South, meant that the flag could develop into a popular culture symbol.							The fact that the flag was used on the battle field by and that its original use was solely for the soldiers themselves, has been picked up by many heritage groups and supporters for keeping and flying the flag as evidence that this flag is all about the wartime experiences of the common soldier and thus deserving of respect. Surely the defense of slavery did not occupy the mind of those common soldiers, their reasoning goes. Furthermore, having been designed and used as a battle flag, it does not symbolize the confederacy and its practices of slavery and segregation. Although this distinction is factually correct, it overlooks the fact that these Confederate soldiers, however noble and brave they were, fought for the Confederacy and thus its cause. Even if they were only fighting for say states’ rights, this would still imply a continuation of the practices of slavery and segregation.	The differences in opinion on what to think of the flag, what it represents and whether or not this is cause for concern or controversy, stems from the subtle differences between, on a more philosophical level, on signs and symbols such as flags, historical experiences and cultural narratives. And thus, when it comes to interpretation, especially in hindsight and in light of more recent events, it is not surprising that this symbol ambiguity has led to conflicts. It is not so much the flag that poses a problem, but interpreting, and in some cases subsequently honoring the supposed Southern values - good or bad - which are made visible by signs such as the flag, and by flying it commemorated. 	In they eyes of an foreign observer like myself, the controversy surrounding the flag, with its heritage argument on the one hand, and the its racist overtones legacy on the other, goes beyond the Civil War and cuts straight to the earliest history of the United States as a nation. Being a nation of immigrants, it can be argued that American history is immigrant history and that any identity is incomplete to a certain degree. There is a wholeness lacking. It might not be experienced as such in some cases, but it does in others. To add to theses difficulties, starting in the 1950s, previously marginalized voices such as the African American community weighed in with their particular experience and perspective, making the history and culture surrounding the flag all the more contested.						                                                                            	Not everybody has been willing to hear different voices and it has proved very difficult to find legal remedies for where the problem could not be solved by a compromise of some sort. While there seems to be a great deal of evidence pointing to the viability of a case for proving discriminatory intend in the original decision of state legislatures to fly the flag from their respective capitols, thus seemingly in violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, actually proving personal damages suffered, or proving they would not have been suffered had the flag not been raised, has proven an insurmountable hurdle. However, the very fact that in some cases their have been compromises possible, shows the progress made, albeit a slow one. And it can certainly be argued that understanding and perspective was in part a result of the findings in the field of American Studies. 	
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Being keenly aware of the above mentioned disciplinary evolutions, the various concepts, methodology’s and most important paradigms has been beneficial in the teaching of the Dutch language and culture. Especially with regard to the latter, this awareness of all the subtleties that go with teaching culture makes one more attuned to the reception by foreigners of ones one culture. Having reflected on what an American is, from the very first vision by Crevecoeur up to the present day’s recognition of ethnicity and multiculturalism in the US, a time during which scholars have redefined concepts, changed attitudes with regard to culture and engaged in constant debate on the most important principles of American Studies, the perspective gained from these past experiences as a student of the field has made for a show and a backstage pass instead of just a concert, a play and a look behind the scenes. It is my firm conviction that this particular perspective has enabled me to go beyond a mere representation of my own culture, using all the stereotypes that accompany it, and to turn it instead into a proper transmission that takes into account the reception. Or in other words, to play on the assumptions already in place, adding to that my own experience and perspective and accordingly present the audience with an intellectual looking class to view culture for themselves. To enable them to go beyond formerly held assumptions by handing out the intellectual tools. In fact, what I have tried to do resembles the point Lipsitz was trying to make, teaching to listen and learn and learning to listen. 							Having said that, the seminar on teaching a second language I took during my time at the University of Florida can be seen as a microcosm of an overarching intellectual debate, shifting paradigms and new perspectives, all to better the art of teaching. And as with American studies and behavioralism in political science, teaching is as much, and probably even more about people. About reaching people and quite literally teaching people. There is as much debate within the realm of language acquisition as there is in any other discipline. And here too much can be learned in relation to, instead of by itself. On top of that, a seminar session consisting of discussion and everybody’s input, you learn from others probably as much as you can find out for yourself. 			As scholars try to further the knowledge within and of a certain discipline, so too did we. While working with certain methodology’s you would run into problems, strive to make improvements and implement them to further our knowledge and that of our students. And as such, every presentation we did was a sort of mini-conference where ideas and suggestions were proposed, and at times incorporated in one’s own lesson plan. As is often the case in researching a certain topic, you build on previous findings and add your own. Accordingly, a seminar session has thus some important benefits in comparison to the more regular classes, especially if you continue the academic discipline analogy. 								
Conclusion
What ever the analogy and what ever the metaphors you want to use, the interaction with people, the interplay of ideas and concepts, on any scale, add to the experience like nothing else. And there is nothing that can prepare you for the many joys and enriching occasions that you are likely so stumble upon, and the rewarding fruits of you labor. Perhaps more importantly, where better than to have lived through such a life altering experience than in the United States. On the other hand, the country is probably an important reason for the fact that this has been such a unique occasion, for as Fitzgerald already implied, the myth of America has an enduring quality, despite the tragedy of many of the discrepancies between myth and reality. However, people from all over the world still believe, in one way or another, in the idea of America. They are, as I was and still am, looking for that “transitory moment man must have held his breath in the presence of this continent, compelled into an aesthetic contemplation he neither understood, nor desired, face to face for the last time with something to commensurate to his capacity for wonder”, as Fitzgerald put it (188). Luckily for me I feel I have been in a position to at least catch a glimpse and experience part of the wonder, albeit it the wonder that nowadays is hard to find, hard to see and only vaguely whispering. What it was telling me I still have to find out, but one thing is for sure I was able and willing to listen, and so maybe one day I will be able to play and contribute. To hear and understand the silence, as much as the silly symphonies and the virtuosity of those who are able to bring it in harmony. 
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In 1956 the state of Georgia resurrected the Confederate symbol by changing its state flag. Not since General Robert E. Lee and the Confederate army surrendered, nearly a century earlier, had a Confederate flag officially been flown in the United States. A strong impetus for doing so had been the now famous Brown v. Board of Education decisions of 1954 and 1955, denounced by most of Georgia’s political heavy weights, one of whom being the newly elected governor Marvin Griffin, who was known to have said, throughout most of his campaign, to protect segregated schools “come hell or high water”.​[1]​ During the 1956 legislative session that changed the state flag, it was decided that no less than two-thirds was to be dedicated to the Confederate flag. A defiant Denmark Groover, Governor Griffin's floor leader, told the press the day after the vote that the flag "will show that we in Georgia intend to uphold what we stood for, will stand for and will fight for"​[2]​, thus referring to the policies of segregation. 
A slow but steady opposition to the Confederate symbol grew in subsequent years, especially after the civil rights era. However, it was only until 1998, when Roy Barnes – heavily supported by the black community – was elected governor that the flag was actually about to be changed. The shock and outrage shortly thereafter from supporters of the 1956 flag brought to the fore the difficulties still surrounding Confederate symbolism in the South. On the one hand there is the mythologizing of the southern culture and the emphasis on its heritage, prompting people to argue in favor of keeping the Confederate emblem. It is part of what Lucas Carpenter called, “the redemptive ancestor worship”; the honorable veterans of the Confederacy who had resisted the “armed invasion…by greedy, materialistic, industrial Yankees and their hordes of immigrant “wage slaves” and free Negroes”.​[3]​ On the other hand we of course find the black community and others who want the flag removed, ironically also because of the history for which it stands, albeit a very different history. The imagery it brings to their minds is the history of slavery, public lynching, the Klan, Jim Crow and George C. Wallace. 
Is the flag controversy thus merely a matter of social sensitivity and involves it just people’s own emotion, or are there indeed legal remedies to the problems the Confederate flag presents? Or will there always be differences in perspective? In the end problem involves people mainly, not flags. The people concerned may be ethnically separable into black and white; the overall problem most certainly is anything but.  

The Confederate Battle flag
The irony of its contemporary use

In the contemporary discussion on flying the Confederate Battle flag, and the controversy that surrounds it, lies somewhat of an irony. First and foremost, as will be discussed later on in this essay, not all African Americans find the flag offensive, and, in equal measure, not all whites consider the flag a symbol of the Southern heritage and thus herald it. Others, however, in fact agree with those from the African American community who do find the flag and the legacy it represents offensive.	  John M. Coski’s The Confederate Flag in Historical Perspective, provides an overview of the history of the flag. According to Coski, the Confederate Battle flag was actually ridiculed at first by the Confederate founders, a second irony, and subsequently rejected as the official flag for the new republic, adopting the “Stars and Bars” design instead.​[4]​ The battle flag wasn’t adopted until after the first battle of the Civil War. The flag was easily distinguishable from the “Stars and Bars” by the adoption of the St. Andrew’s cross by Senator William Porcher Miles of South Carolina, prompting early critics to compare the St. Andrew’s cross to “a pair of suspenders”.​[5]​ Whereas Miles’s critics focused on aesthetics, his reason for incorporating the St. Andrew’s cross was ideological. To Miles, the Stars and Bars resembled the “Stars and Stripes”, a flag he saw as the sign of “Tyranny”.​[6]​ 		However, this resemblance to the Stars and Stripes was not entirely incidental. As Robert E. Bonner notes, only a decade before the Civil War, the states that then constituted the United States of American were indeed united in the Mexican War. In fact, Jefferson Davis, who would later become the Confederacy’s first president, was a Mexican war hero. Even during the late 1850s Davis affirmed “I love the flag of my country with even more than a filial affection”.​[7]​ Little surprise then, that Davis expressed the feelings towards the Stars and Stripes with the looming prospect of secession as follows: “…taking a last leave of that object of early affection and proud association, feeling that henceforth it is not to be the banner which, by day and by night, I am ready to follow, to hail with the rising and bless with the setting sun”.​[8]​ The design of the Stars and Bars, in fact nothing more than the stars from the Stars and Stripes and putting them onto a new banner, was in fact a coping mechanism for the “difficult issue of continuity and change”.​[9]​ The design allowed figures such as Davis to retain certain elements of the Union, while at the same time affirming their commitment to the Confederacy. 											Tributes to the developing flag culture initially also carried overtones from the earlier flag culture surrounding the Stars and Stripes. However, as Bonner states,
“It was one thing for Confederates to transfer their patriotic feelings to a slightly different standards through ceremony and songs; it was another to recognize their new and untested banner as the sort of object that would be, as other national flags had become, a symbol worth dying for”.​[10]​ 
The Stars and Bars had not yet the same potency as a symbol as the Stars and Stripes had. After the death of James Jackson, who had flown the flag over his hotel and died in the Colonel Ephraim Elmer Ellsworth’s successful attempt at lowering it, and the farewell ceremonies, held across the South, for the troops who were to be sent off, had made the Stars and Bars the central symbol for the Confederacy.​[11]​ 												When the Stars and Bars was carried into battle, it was mainly for marking positions and maneuvering.  During the first major engagement of the Civil War, inexperience, complex maneuvering, but possibly also the inability of being able to properly distinguish the Stars and Bars from battle flags of the Northern Armies, meant at least on Confederate regiment came under attack from friendly fire. General Pierre Gustav Toutant Beauregard, involved in the earlier engagement, opted for a change in flag design and turned to Miles. Unfortunately, the flag committee again voted against Miles’s proposal, prompting General Beauregard to propose to Miles the idea for two flags, a so-called peace of parade flag, and a war flag to be used in battle. The high command of the Confederate army met in September 1861 to adopt the new design, incorporating the St. Andrew’s cross pattern. Shortly thereafter, in November 1861, the army was presented its new battle flags.​[12]​ 	The new battle flag, as did all battle flags, according to Coski, provided armies with “tangible cloth embodiments of military units’ morale and spirit of community”.​[13]​ Accordingly, surrendering the battle flag was close to a traumatic experience. The connection between the wartime experiences of the common soldier with the Confederate battle flag provides a lot of heritage groups with the rationale for their insistence that the flag is deserving of respect and should thus be flown. Added to that is the belief that for most Confederate, the defense of slavery was not on their mind when going into battle. This led to the argument that the flag was in fact the flag of the soldiers in the field, and not of the Confederacy and its cause. Given the fact the Battle flag was primarily intended for use in battle, the distinction is certainly true. However, this reasoning overlooks the fact that the battles in which the flag was used, served to further the Confederate cause, or as Coski puts it, “by 1863 the battle flag had become the de facto symbol of the nation and the cause”.​[14]​ 		And as it had turned out in the early years of the Confederacy, the Stars and Bars proved an uninspiring national flag, with influential newspapers voicing the Miles’s initial ideological complaints with regard to the Stars and Bars. The Richmond Dispatch for instance, made a strong case for changing the flag because the Stars and Bars flag was very much “like a marriage ring after a divorce for infidelity.  When we hate the marriage, we hate all its mementos.”​[15]​ Accordingly, Congress reevaluated the flag in 1863. Again it was General Beauregard weighed in to the discussion, arguing that “the baptism of blood and fire has made the battle flag of General Johnston our national emblem. It is associated with our severest trials and our proudest achievements”.​[16]​ Congress followed Beauregard’s reasoning and agreed the St. Andrew’s cross should be incorporated. The result was the “Stainless banner”, a largely white flag with the St. Andrew’s cross featured in the left top corner. 												Even tough the flag was handed down to the people of the Confederacy; with the Civil War raging – in which the battle flag with the St. Andrew’s cross had become a staple – the new design did resonate with the people. After all, there were fathers, husbands and sons fighting under that banner. The flag had thus become both a military, and a civilian standard. Nevertheless, the process of shifting preference was ultimately slow. 								The Stainless banner too, was not without controversy. In fact, the flag gave rise to the first openly racial connotations to be associated with the cause of the confederacy. The Savannah Morning News newspaper had been pushing the white banner as sign that “we are fighting to maintain the Heaven ordained supremacy of the white man over the inferior or colored race”, expecting it to “be hailed by the civilized world as THE WHITE MANS’S FLAG”.​[17]​ Others, especially after the death of Stonewall Jackson, associated the largely white banner with martyrdom. Not every one agreed, and criticism started to surface. With the white flag being the flag of truce and surrender, some commentators felt that incorporating the battle flag on a white flag would send mixed messages. The Stainless banner was thus modified and subsequently featured a red banner on the right hand side of the flag. According to Coski, the battle flag became “an integral part of Confederate memorial rituals and of the Confederate memorial organization” after the Civil War.​[18]​	 Especially the Confederate veterans, for obvious reasons, held the battle flag in particular high regard, signaling their wartime comradeship. However, the attitude held by most Southerners signaled a different message. As Coski puts it, 
“Defeat meant that the South must concede the abolition of slavery and the impracticality of secession, but it did not mean that the South must concede the error of states’ rights or the inferiority of Southern civilization, including white supremacy”.​[19]​  
However, early controversy surrounding the battle flag was between Union veterans, who, according to their own reasoning, had fought to preserve the Union, and the Confederate veterans whom had tried, in battle, to destroy the union. The controversy thus centered on “disunion and treason”.​[20]​ However, such reasoning, excluding racism and slavery, was only possible in the first place because of the continued suppression of the African American voice in the discussion. With their voices muted, the confederate flag evolved into a popular culture symbol, a process in which college football was instrumental. In matches between Southern and Northern teams, the former carried the same flags as generations earlier had done. The true watershed moment, however, was the 1948 Democratic convention.										The convention was riddles with problems and controversies. Not only did renegade Democrats try to get General Dwight. D. Eisenhower to run for the party instead of the Harry S. Truman, the Southern states had come to the convention to press for a states’ rights plank. Upon failure to do so, Alabama, Mississippi, and South Carolina delegates were instructed to walk out according to state party instructions. Mississippi, as well as Georgia, had however filed affirmations of loyalty, albeit it one with an escape clause. Virginia, South Carolina, and Louisiana did not respond at all when asked about their intentions with regard to the loyalty resolution. Alabama, after the walk out, went so far as to nominate its own party candidate nominees for president and vice-president. Truman and his running mate Barkely were not on the Alabama ballot. Dixiecrats Strom Thurmond and Fielding Wright were. In the general election, apart from Alabama, the duo ended up wining Louisiana, Mississippi and South Carolina too.​[21]​ That very same month, July 1948, the states’ rights Democrats, or Dixiecrats, convened in Birmingham Alabama, when suddenly the auditorium was swamped by students carrying the Confederate flag and pictures of Robert E. Lee. From that moment on, the flag would be a staple on the campaign trail, not so much because of Thurmond and Wright themselves, but because supporters were waving them. The Dixiecrats became thus associated with the flag. A month after the convention, in August 1948, the Dixiecrats drafted a platform in which they set out their ideas: 

PLATFORM OF THE STATES RIGHTS DEMOCRATIC PARTYUnanimously Adopted at Oklahoma City, August 14, 19481. We believe that the Constitution of the United States is the greatest charter of human liberty ever conceived by the mind of man. 2. We oppose all efforts to invade or destroy the rights guaranteed by it to every citizen of this republic. 3. We stand for social and economic justice, which, we believe can be guaranteed to all citizens only by a strict adherence to our Constitution and the avoidance of any invasion or destruction of the constitutional rights of the states and individuals. We oppose the totallitaran, centralized bureaucratic government and the police nation called for by the platforms adopted by the Democratic and Republican Conventions. 4. We stand for the segregation of the races and the racial integrity of each race; the constitutional right to choose one's associates; to accept private employment without governmental interference, and to learn one's living in any lawful way. We oppose the elimination of segregation, the repeal of miscegenation statutes, the control of private employment by Federal bureaucrats called for by the misnamed civil rights program. We favor home-rule, local self-government and a minimum interference with individual rights. 5. We oppose and condemn the action of the Democratic Convention in sponsoring a civil rights program calling for the elimination of segregation, social equality by Federal fiat, regulations of private employment practices, voting, and local law enforcement. 6. We affirm that the effective enforcement of such a program would be utterly destructive of the social, economic and political life of the Southern people, and of other localities in which there may be differences in race, creed or national origin in appreciable numbers. 7. We stand for the check and balances provided by the three departments of our government. We oppose the usurpation of legislative functions by the executive and judicial departments. We unreservedly condemn the effort to establish in the United States a police nation that would destroy the last vestige of liberty enjoyed by a citizen. 8. We demand that there be returned to the people to whom of right they belong, those powers needed for the preservation of human rights and the discharge of our responsibility as democrats for human welfare. We oppose a denial of those by political parties, a barter or sale of those rights by a political convention, as well as any invasion or violation of those rights by the Federal Government. We call upon all Democrats and upon all other loyal Americans who are opposed to totalitarianism at home and abroad to unite with us in ignominiously defeating Harry S. Truman, Thomas E. Dewey and every other candidate for public office who would establish a Police Nation in the United States of America. 9. We, therefore, urge that this Convention endorse the candidacies of J. Strom Thurmond and Fielding H. Wright for the President and Vice-president, respectively, of the United States of America. 
​[22]​

The flag’s skyrocketing popularity in the wake of the Dixiecrat campaign prompted the more moderate heritage groups to do some soul searching as the flag was now in widespread usage. It also prompted the first careful voices of disapproval from the African American community. They anticipated what subsequently, with the rise of civil rights activism and Brown v. Board of Education, became more widely recognized; the flag signaling opposition to integration and a desire to maintain white supremacy in the South, in fact, that what the Dixiecrats already pointed out in their platform. Take for instance the fourth point from their statement, in which they state:  “We stand for the segregation of the races and the racial integrity of each race” and “We oppose the elimination of segregation”. But even before, in May, Wright had delivered an address, warning blacks: 
“If any of you have become so deluded as to want to enter our white schools, patronize our hotels and cafés, enjoy social equality with whites, then kindness and true sympathy requires me to advise you to make your home in some other state than Mississippi”.​[23]​ 
The clearest connection perhaps, between the Dixiecrates, their message of continued segregation, white supremacy and the flag, was the speech by Thurmond himself at the convention in Birmingham. Being escorted to the pedestal by the Stars and Stripes and the Confederate battle flag, he subsequently stated that “there’s not enough troops in the army to force the Southern people to break down segregation and to admit the Negro race into our theaters, our swimming pools, into our homes, and into our churches”.​[24]​ Despite this connection, there are obviously still those who point to the flag as a symbol of the valor of the Confederate soldiers and need to honor them. However, they forget the more far reaching, reactionary ambitions the Confederacy, or its citizens for that matter, had. On top of that, as Bonner convincingly argues, 
“The absence of nationalist imperatives after 1865 makes clear that, even in the matter of the Confederate flag, that the best known of all southern icons, the case for discontinuity over continuity in southern history remains the most convincing.”​[25]​
Bonner’s argument turns the discussion of the flag, and the surrounding controversies into somewhat of a double-edged sword. If there is in fact more a discontinuity over continuity, should there still be a controversy? Unfortunately there always will be, for reasons having to do with signs and symbolism and the meaning we invest in them, to be discussed later on in this essay.
 
Removing the flag?
Difficulties in doing so

In the various debates and referendums on the flag, you would expect there to be voting along racial lines given the different historical experiences and thus the symbolism that emanates from the flag being flown over state capitols. In the 2001 Mississippi state flag referendum the voter were asked whether or not to keep the state flag, which included the Confederate battle flag, or to choose a new flag that featured a non-Confederate design. The voter overwhelmingly chose to keep their flag, the margin being no less than 28 percentage points between those in favor, and those against. According to Philip A. Klinker, “how a country voted was strongly related to the percentage of voting age whites in its population. Overall, 1 point increase in the percentage white age voting population saw support for the Confederate flag increase by 0.8 points”.​[26]​ Georgia too had its referendum and, as noted in the introduction, it has been not been without controversy.						 Beth Reingold and Richard S. Wike looked in to the matter and tried to test “why most white Georgians do not want the Confederate battle flag emblem removed from the state flag and how Southern identity and racial attitudes are related”.​[27]​ Their first argument centered around the heritage thesis, claiming whites like the emblem on the flag based on their identification with local culture and its heritage. The authors further assumed that this Southern identity is somehow unrelated to racial attitudes, resembling the Southern ethnic paradigm argument made earlier in this essay. The counter argument is, of course, the one asserting that those who like the flag and the Confederate emblem do so because of their racially conservative stance, and thus the authors make the same distinction as Martinez and Richardson made earlier. 						Unlike the latter two, Reingold and Wike offer a third possibility, suggesting there can be made a further distinction, only this time between the “Old” South and “New” South​[28]​, the latter being – in the case of Georgia – associated with former governor Zell Miller. According to his biographer, Richard Hyatt, Miller pioneered the new Southern strategy for economic development with education, training and high-tech being the new buzz words. After all, according to former Kentucky governor Martha Layne Collins, “the only competitive advantage available to the South – or any other region – is brainpower”.​[29]​ Miller in fact turned the classical Southern heritage defense on its head by stating: “If you’re truly proud of the South, if you’re truly proud of this state…if you look forward and want to play a significant part in what Georgia can become, than help me now to give bigotry no sanction, and persecution no assistance”.​[30]​ Reingold and Wike, perhaps not surprisingly expect those who identify with Miller’s statement and thus with the New South, to be more likely to favor changing the flag in comparison to others. The argument works the other way around as well, those who identify themselves with the ways of the Old South, are presumed to more likely to keeping the flag the way it was. 									In evaluating their conclusions, Reingold and Wike note that, there is a fair but varying degree of support for the three very different assumptions. There is indeed a connection between Southern identity and racial attitudes. That does not mean, however, that the average white Southerner’s identity is racially conservative. A small, but not insignificant number of Southerners tend to hold relatively liberal views and thus supports the author’s second assumption that there is a Southern identity possible unrelated to racial attitude. There were but a few New Southerners, but their presence do mean that “Southern identifiers are not a monolithic group with unified views”.​[31]​ Finally they conclude that those who are in favor of changing the state flag are partly motivated by their disapproval of that the Confederacy stood for, whereas most Georgians’ appreciation of the state flag has relatively little do with the Confederacy. 						Needless to say, in more general terms one can speak of white support and black opposition to the Confederate battle flag with regard to the feelings the flag evokes. In 1994 the Center for the Study of the American South, Institute for Research in Social Science at the University of North Carolina, conducted a poll revealing differing views regarding the symbolism and public display of the flag. 68 percent of Whites noted the flag reminds them of Southern pride, a staple within the realm of heritage groups, whereas 53 percent of African Americans responded by saying the flag reminds them of racially charged conflict. A further 61 percent of whites disapproved of the idea that state and local government should seize flying the flag in public. Only 28 percent of the African Americans asked agreed.​[32]​ However, a very substantial 59 percent of African Americans polled, indicated they did not care about the flag. Take for instance author Tina McElroy Ansa. In her article with the telling title What’s the Confederate Flag Got to Do with It?, she states 
“I have never thought for a moment that it was the inorganic/heatless/synthetic trappings indentified by white Southerners – the Confederate flags, the anthem “Dixie”, the gray Rebel uniform, the racist license plates, the Rebel yell, the historically incorrect image of plantation life - that tie my heart and soul to the region. Is it the flag? Is it that rag of textile that seems to have the power to rile us so? No! It is my own Southern story that ties me here. I refuse to let racist image have such power over me”. ​[33]​ 
So it is with reasonable certainty that one could argue that not all African Americans regard the flag as being offensive. In equal measure, not all whites regard the flag as a symbol of Southern heritage, and in fact agree on the possible offensiveness of flying the flag. 					Because of reasons mentioned in the above, it is perhaps not as surprising that Robert Holmes and M. Christine Cagle, stated that “effort to remove the Confederate flag from public display in many Southern states have consisted of newspaper editorials, marches and demonstrations, lawsuits, and proposals and compromises in state legislatures”.​[34]​ South Carolina was the site for just such a compromise. In 1996 then Governor David Beasley supported an initiative which featured the following provisions:
Flying the battle flag of Gen. Robert E. Lee’s army (…) next to the Confederate monument on the north side of the statehouse.Flying the first Confederate national flag, the Stars and Bars, at the monument to Confederate women south of the statehouse. Placing a statement in the house and senate journals to the effect that the battle flag honors the state’s Confederate veterans and is not flown to support racism or segregation.Requiring that the state’s Confederate monuments be preserved and maintained.Building a monument to African American heritage on the statehouse grounds
​[35]​
Beasley’s stance was not only praised by the legislature’s black caucus, but also from decedents from Confederate veterans. One of them claimed “It should come down. It only contributes to dissension and misunderstanding”. Another went one step further and stated: “We cannot hide the historical fact that the banner was lifted up to keep millions of our black brothers in the chains of slavery”.​[36]​  And yet only a narrow majority of South Carolinians supported Beasley. A substantial proportion of residents were angered by what they considered an act of betrayal on Beasley’s behalf. Only two years before, he was squarely in the conservative Christian camp of the state GOP whose constituency had been able to clinch a three-to-one majority in the 1994 Republican referendum for keeping the flag flying from the capitol.​[37]​ Others condemned Beasley for succumbing to pressures from the business community, instead of being guided by his own moral objections to the flag. 		The praise and scorn for Beasley support for the 1994 compromise in fact merely reflected the two camps who had been arguing for, and arguing against the compromise when it was first proposed. Both conservative citizens and the NAACP organized marches, the latter going so far as to use its influence to call for a boycott of the state’s tourism industry as they had done before against Arizona in 1987 and Miami in 1990.​[38]​ The willingness of the NAACP to go as far as calling for a boycott and the extent of the South Carolina compromise again reveals the inflammatory nature of the controversy surrounding the flag. Surely stressing conflict over compromise is not really beneficial for the cause, but to re-state the old heritage argument, as New Jersey philosophy professor Micheal Kogan did, is equally beside the point. Descending from Confederate soldiers’ fore bears, he stated that “The War between the states was fought for states’ rights and the freedom to secede from the Union, not for slavery. The only racism associated with the flag is because it is used by racist groups, such as the Ku Klux Klan”.​[39]​ Even if this were true, he overlooks the fact that fighting for states’ rights implies fighting for upholding the practice of slavery and continuing segregation and thereby the discrimination of African Americans. In keeping with Kogan’s reasoning, State senator Glenn McConnell’s train of thought, outspoken advocate for keeping the flag, makes more sense. Referring to the KKK he stated that 
“If we take the flag down, we in effect have allowed them by their misuse, to become the owners of the emblem of our ancestors. The flag has flown over the capitol during the greatest period of reconciliation between blacks and whites and has become an emblem for the entire South. When it is displayed at ball games, people rise and cheer not out of racism or hate but out of pride for it evokes good feelings”.​[40]​
Even tough McConnell says some reasonable things, he does so because he is in a position to do so, and the luxury of being white allows him to do so. Unfortunately, the cases of Georgia and South Carolina thus show us that in dealing with the public display of the Confederate battle flag, or the efforts of removing it, be they successful or not, both Southern state legislatures and individuals have a long way of muddling through ahead. 






The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment

As posed in the introduction, are there proper legal remedies to remove the confederate flag from Southern state capitols? James Forman Jr. certainly argues there indeed are remedies. In his article Driving Dixie Down​[45]​ he makes the case that flying the Confederate battle flag in fact violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and arguably the First Amendment as well. With regard to the former, Forman argues that the flag over Southern state capitols was raised with discriminatory intent and thus violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Furthermore, flying the flag by state governments can be seen as a form of government speech, diminishing the speech rights of the African American population. Naturally, trying to prove discriminatory intent, required to make the case for a violation the Equal Protection Clause, is far from easy. However, Supreme Court guidelines have allowed to analyze just such discriminatory intent claims. Demonstrating the motivation behind an official action by a state government is very problematic, a court should thus look at the context in which the actions were taken. A plaintiff challenging official state policy will thus have to look at the sequence of events leading up to a challenged decision and the historical background of the decision. 	
	In the case of the Georgia flying the Confederate Battle flag the discriminatory intent would be relatively easy to demonstrate.  As mentioned in the introduction, Marvin Griffin was known to have said, to protect segregated schools “come hell or high water”.​[46]​ Furthermore, a day after the heated legislative session in 1956 Denmark Groover, told the press the day after the vote that the flag "will show that we in Georgia intend to uphold what we stood for, will stand for and will fight for".​[47]​ Here the sequence of events and especially the remarks by high ranking officials point to discriminatory intent and thus violation of the Equal Protection Clause.					In Alabama too, there can be little doubt about the discriminatory intent as the motivation behind flying the Confederate Battle flag on April 25, 1963. Here too, the flag was intended as a symbol of defiance against the court-ordered integration of schools and the end of segregation. The historical background of decision reveals further evidence of the discriminatory intent. Governor George C. Wallace, for instance, stated in his inaugural address: 
“Today I have stood, where once Jefferson Davis stood, and took an oath to my people. It is very appropriate then that from this Cradle of the Confederacy, this very Heart of the Great Anglo-Saxon Southland, that today we sound the drum for freedom as have our generations of forebears before us done, time and time again through history. Let us rise to the call of freedom-loving blood that is in us and send our answer to the tyranny that clanks its chains upon the South. In the name of the greatest people that have ever trod this earth, I draw the line in the dust and toss the gauntlet before the feet of tyranny . . . and I say . . . segregation today . . . segregation tomorrow . . . segregation forever”.
Furthermore, while delivering his ‘School House Door Speech’ on June 11, elevating Wallace to national prominence, he famously stood in the door of the University of Alabama to block two black students from entering en registering, prompting President John F. Kennedy to sign Executive Order 11118, “Providing assistance for removal of unlawful obstructions of justice in the State of Alabama”.​[48]​ Wallace however, tried to frame the actions by the government as an intrusion of the state sovereignty, stating:
“The unwelcomed, unwanted, unwarranted and force-induced intrusion upon the campus of the University of Alabama today of the might of the Central Government offers frightful example of the oppression of the rights, privileges and sovereignty of this State by officers of the Federal Government”.​[49]​ 
Nevertheless, during his time in office he not only used the state apparatus to put down black protest, but also to counter other civil rights initiatives. Seem from this perspective there can be little doubt about what Wallace intended; flying the Confederate Battle flag fitted in the general pattern of his efforts to maintain segregation and white supremacy. 						The very obviousness of the discriminatory intent of the original decision for flying the Confederate Battle flag made it difficult for states, decades later, to prove - in hindsight - the nondiscriminatory reasons, or to point to current benefits of flying the flag. They would have to prove it also motivated the original decision. In the case of Alabama, arguments hinting at the status of the flag as a symbol of a development towards more racial equality, or as having a historical value clearly did not motivate the original decision.​[50]​ 								The above mentioned cases of Georgia and Alabama, leads one to think that it is almost inevitable courts should have reached the conclusion that states who were flying the Confederate Battle flag violated the Equal Protection Clause. And yet, as Foreman points out in the case of NAACP v. Hunt from 1990 – making the case for the removal of the flag from the Alabama state capitol -, this has not been the case. The Hunt court argued that everybody is exposed to the flag, and there is thus no unequal application of state policy. On top of that, the court hinted to the main problem being with the plaintiffs’ own emotions. And thus, according to Foreman, a “shadow of nineteenth-century civil rights cases continues to fall on race discrimination claims presented by African-American plaintiffs”.​[51]​ 											Clearly, the court did not recognize the complex interplay between someone’s social reality and the law. Recognizing these various social realities should make it clear that flying the Confederate flag, being the symbol as it is, does not affect black and white in equal measure. Thus, an analysis of flying the flag that takes into consideration social context, will paint a different picture from the one in say Birth of a Nation by D.W. Griffith. Indeed, artifacts such a battle flag turned into a symbol has made it “carry a burden of implication”, as Bruce Kuklick puts it.​[52]​ He goes on to say that “we invest the image with much more that a denotational quality; we enable it to connote moral, intellectual and emotional qualities of wider and wider range”.​[53]​ 					With the flag having been used as a symbol to rally the Confederate troops, the flag is tied to a fight for the Southern way of life, its chief characteristic being slavery. Of course, the social reality of someone whose ancestors were soldiers in the Confederate army is very different than that of the free decedents of the slaves. To the former, Confederate symbolism reflects their heritage, but to the latter that heritage is riddled with the imagery of the brutal oppression of the slaves. Furthermore, most of these memories are not from a distant, dark past. Up until the 1960, the South was a region ruled not so much by slavery, but certainly by a resistance to change and apartheid. This physical exclusion reinforced the metaphorical exclusion that confederate symbolism conveys to blacks, especially when the message is emanating from the local government. Knowing that your very own government deliberately chose a divisive symbol to fly from its capitol can hardly have any positive effects on blacks. In doing so, the government is in fact communicating a message of exclusion and contempt while operating within a larger system that prides itself for, and thrives on popular participation. Furthermore, in flying the flag, the government arguably subliminally endorses private discrimination by its own tacit endorsement of the historic message the flag conveys by flying it.	   												Thus it can be argued that there is but very little worthy of praise in the white southern heritage. And yet, many white Southerners continue to believe in what some have called a myth.​[54]​ The roots of this remarkable tension lie at the end of Civil War. Just as the Germans after the First World Was, the defeated South was resentful after the failed policies of the Reconstruction. However, unlike the Germans, who after the Second World War acknowledged and accepted guilt for its numerous wrongdoings, the South has, according to Carpenter, “never really come to grips with its moral culpability in the systematic oppression of the African Americans”​[55]​, and thus set out to “romantically mythologizing its ante-bellum culture” and to use it as a “collective coping mechanism”.​[56]​ No small wonder then that the Federal government, for instance in the case of Alabama, had to force racial integration at times. It shows to what extent the South’s very own paradigm has been able to separate their “real”, in fact mythical history, from the institutions of slavery, apartheid – both physical and metaphorically – and exclusion. 






As stated earlier on in this essay, the controversy surrounding the Confederate battle flag was is somewhat ironic. The battle flag has been associated with the Confederacy, but was in fact never its national flag. Miles had tried to propose, for ideological and aesthetic reasons, a design featuring the St. Andrew’s cross as national flag. The adopted Stars and Bars as a national flag bore too much resemblance to the Stars and Stripes, as far as Miles was concerned. Nevertheless, his own design was ridiculed as resembling a pair of suspenders. And in the end there were good reasons to adopt a design resembling the Stars and Stripes. After all, only a shirt decade earlier, the country was united in the Mexican war, Jefferson Davis in fact being a war hero, having fought under the banner they could eventually no longer follow. The similar design of the Stars and bars was thus something of a coping mechanism for dealing with the ambivalent feelings of leaving the Union. 			The similarities in design of the Stars and Bars would eventually prove to be its major fault, as turned out when the flag was first carried into battle. The similarities in flag design were certainly a factor in friendly fire incidents during the first major battle of the Civil War. When initial attempts to replace the Stars and Bars had failed, it was General Beauregard who proved to be very vocal in pressing for a separate battle flag. It was this second flag that became the Confederate battle flag as we still know it today. The fact that the flag was to be used on the battle field by and for the soldiers has been picked up by many heritage groups and supporters for keeping and flying the flag, as evidence that this flag is all about the wartime experiences of the common soldier and thus deserving respect. Surely, their reasoning goes, the defense of slavery did not occupy the mind of those common soldiers. Furthermore, being a battle flag, it does not symbolize the confederacy and its practices of slavery and segregation. This distinction is factually correct, but this train of thought overlooks the fact that these Confederate soldiers, however noble and brave they were, fought for the Confederacy and thus its cause. Even if they were only fighting for say states’ rights, than this would still imply a continuation of the practices of slavery and segregation.				With the Civil War raging, and the battle flag in the midst of it all, it had in fact become the new national symbol. And despite earlier enthusiasm for the Stars and Bars, the media started to press for change. Following General Beauregard’s reasoning that the flag had been baptized in blood and thus the perfect national emblem, congress agreed to incorporate the St. Andrew’s cross into the new, largely white design, soon to be named the Stainless Banner. The whiteness of the flag prompted some commentators to hail it as a symbol of white supremacy, others, however, associated the white banner with surrender. 								Whether on a white banner, or on a white and red banner, the point was that the battle flag was incorporated. And thus became a sign signaling pride for confederate soldiers. And even though slavery had been abolished after the defeat and surrender of the Confederacy, the continued practice of segregation and the marginalizing of the African American community in the South, meant that the flag could develop into a popular culture symbol.					A more obvious connection with the battle flag and the practices of days gone by was re-established before and after the 1948 Democratic convention. The Southern states to walk out of the convention, better known as the Dixiecrats, made for the popularity of the battle flag to increase manifold. Their insistence on segregation and the waving of battle flags at rallies and being carried around at official speeches, made the battle flag smack of racism again. Needless to say, as it had always done for a large proportion of the Southern African American community. 			However, this being a second irony in the controversy surrounding the confederate flag, not all African Americans consider the flag to be offensive, but there are whites who do and thus agree with the majority of African Americans. On top of that, there are whites who don not consider the flag to be a symbol of the Southern heritage, and who do not feel the need to herald it as such. In sum, both the African American community and the White Southerners are not speaking with one unified voice. Within both groups there are differences in opinion, albeit to a lesser extent in the former. 												The differences in opinion on what to think of the flag, what it represents and whether or not this is cause for concern or controversy, stems from the subtle differences between, on a more philosophical level, on signs and symbols such as flags and legacy’s. And thus, when it comes to interpretation, especially in hindsight and in light of more recent events, it is not surprising that this symbol versus sign ambiguity has led to conflicts. As previously argued, there will always be controversy, however, it is not so much the flag that poses a problem, but interpreting and in some cases subsequently honoring the supposed Southern values, good or bad, which are made visible by signs such as the flag, and by flying it commemorated. 							In they eyes of an foreign observer like myself, the controversy surrounding the flag, with its heritage argument on the one hand, and the its racist overtones legacy on the other, goes beyond the Civil War and cuts straight to the earliest history of the United States as a nation. Being a nation of immigrants, it can be argued that American history is immigrant history and any identity thus being incomplete to a large degree. There is a wholeness lacking. It might not be experiences as such in some cases, but it does in others. To add to theses difficulties, starting in the 1950s, previously marginalized voices, the African American community weighed in the discussion, making the history and culture surrounding the flag all the more contested. 						Not everybody has been willing to hear different voices and it has proved very difficult to find legal remedies for where the problem could not be solved by a compromise of some sort. While there seems to be a great deal of evidence pointing to the viability of a case for proving discriminatory intend in the original decision of state legislatures to fly the flag from their respective capitols, thus seemingly in violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, actually proving personal damages suffered, or proving they would not have been suffered had the flag not been raised, has proven an insurmountable hurdle. 
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^32	 Hand out									Nick AugusteijnThe roots, the rise and the evolution of Behavioralism in American Political ScienceYale scholar Robert A. Dahl wrote one of the few essays(1) specifically dealing with the behavioral approach in political science. In his essay he points to five different factors contributing to the rise of the behavioral approach. However, since he merely mentions them and does not discuss in dept how and why theses various factors contributed, I shall both use his essay as a framework and pick up where he left off. 										First and foremost, Dahl mentions the influence Charles E. Merriam and the political science department of the University if Chicago has had on the new mood of scientific empiricism during the nineteen thirties. Many of the leading political scientist who gained prominence after the Second World War, V.O. Key,  Jr., David Truman, to name but a few, were students in Merriam’s department at Chicago before the WarSecondly, the rise of Hitler and Nazism in Germany led to a high number of European, mostly German scholars, fleeing to the United States during the nineteen thirties. They brought with them a largely sociological outlook, firmly rooted in the tradition of Max Weber and general European sociology. A number of theses scholars came to occupy leading positions in departments of sociology and political science, insisting on sociological and psychological theory for the understanding of politics. 	A fourth factor was growth and availability of survey tools and methods, providing political scientists with more or less direct access to the behavior of individuals in making political choices. There was in fact a necessity to master what had formally been the tools employed by the social sciences for a number of sociologists and social psychologists had begun “to convert the analysis of voting from impressionistic...history or insightful journalism to a more pedestrian but occasionally more impressive and convincing empirical science” (2).							Finally, with behavioral research being extremely expensive, especially when it concerns a study of voting behavior during presidential elections, a sixth and final factor of influence surely are the philanthropic foundations such as Carnegie, Rockefeller and Ford. However, despite most of these foundation contributions during the nineteen forties were very significant, they were also relatively scarce and thus leading to competition between various research proposals, exerting a great deal of effect in the process. On the other hand, it also goes to show the notoriety the behavioral approach had already gained. Had the various foundations been hostile towards such an approach, than surely they would not have funded such research. After all, a single scholar conducting research in a library is much cheaper. 
^33	 Dahl, “The Behavioral Approach in Political Science”, The American Political Science Review.Dahl., “The Behavioral Approach in Political Science”, The American Political Science Review, 765.





























^63	 Nick Augusteijn – chapter summaries8394-6560Thomas E. Patterson, The Vanishing Voter. Public Involvement in an Age of Uncertainty (Chapter 1)“The voting rate has fallen in nearly every presidential election for four decades”. The only notable exceptions have been and economic recession and Ross Perot’s bid for the presidency in 1992. In 1996, turnout had reached 49 percent, slipping below 50 percent for the first time since the 1920s. More Americans stayed at home than bothering to go to the polls. “In 1960, 68,8 million adults voted and 40,8 did not. In 1996m 96,3 million came out and 100,2 million passed”.  Furthermore, participation declined in almost every area of election activity.This development is at odds with the existing theories about voting behavior. In so many words V.O. Key wrote that with education comes political activity and thus higher participation. This has not happened. Adding to the mystery are African Americans and Woman. The Voting Rights Act of 1965 ensured a jump in registration of African Americans in the South to 43 percent in 1960, and over 60 percent in 1970. Currently, participation is only 5 percent lower than that of the rest of the country, yet de overall rate has declined. In equal measure, women nowadays vote at the same rate as men, but the overall rate has fallen. On top of that, relaxation registration laws initially intended to exclude should have sparked an increase in turnout. This has not happened.”Federal Election Commission estimates that the legislation has added at least 10 million registrants to the roll since 1993. With so many additional registrants, why did turnout drop by 5 million voters between 1992 and 2000?”Some political scientists have argued that the turnout decline is a myth, the main argument being that the U.S. Census Bureau “bases its official turnout figures on the total adult population. This population includes individuals who are ineligible to vote”. When the voting rates are adjusted, the decline is indeed less dramatic, a 9 point drop compared to a 12 point drop. But still, had “turnout in 2000 been 9 points higher, 18 million more Americans would have gone to the polls”.Another striking feature from the data is that the decline among eligible voters occurred mainly between 1960 and 1972. Since then, the decline has been only slight, grating credibility to the illusion of declining turnout. Even is it were only a myth, the question remains “why gains in educations and registration have not produced the 15-20 percent rise in turnout that voting theories would have predicted”. Perhaps more importantly, what is the practical significance of low voting rates? Some observers, for instance, take comfort in low turn-out elections, “apathy, after all, often means that the political situation is healthy enough to be ignored” (Robert Kaplan). The problem, according to Patterson is the fact that elections have become less adaptive. “As electorates shrink, they tend to calcify. If huge shifts in vote are antithetical to sound government, so, too, are tiny ones. They signal a polity with a deduced capacity to respond to changing needs”Elections have also become much less representative of the population as a whole as “citizens of higher income, education, and age are greatly overrepresented in nearly every political activity”. And with the electorate shrinking, it “has come to include proportionally more citizens who are older, who have higher incomes, or who hold intense opinions”. This development has favored the Republicans. Polls show “that if all eligible adults had voted in 2000, the Democrats would have captured the presidency and both Houses of Congress”. Furthermore, in 1994 “surveys showed that nonvoters preferred Democratic congressional candidates by a substantial margin”. “If turnout among those of lower education and income were substantially higher, the GOP, would not necessarily have lost the 1994 and 2000 elections”. They would simply choose a broader platform to run on as “campaign platforms have always been tailored to those who vote”. The growing number of nonvoters could dangerous for democracy; “citizens who are outside the electorate are less attached to the existing system”.“When it comes to joining groups or helping in campaigns, Americans have a stronger tradition of participation than Europeans…but it is losing this distinction in election campaigns”.Attention to election news has declinedAttention to newspaper coverage has decreased even more sharplyDebate audiences have been decliningConvention audience is also dwindling“The high-school educated public of 1948 knew as much about Harry Truman’s and Thomas Dewey’s positions…..as the media saturated, college-educated public of 2000 knew about Gore’s and Bush’s stands…”.Certain commentators have argued that our time (book was written in 2002) will serve as “the preface to a new period of political activism, agitation, and passion”, arguing “participation follows a natural cycle”. According to Patterson, “this argument overlooks the persistence of the current trend and the special nature of those earlier periods”. The recent downturn has been longer and happened despite the “upward pressure of advances in education, registration, and civil rights”. What might explain the occurring development? Politics has had to compete with more things for people’s time  distractionsMarch of time civic-minded generation gradually replaced by the more private-minded X and Y generations, not having experienced a great national crisisToday’s young adults are less informed.Changes in the electoral system, political parties, the news media, and the conduct of campaigns.“The great tools of democracy…have increasingly been used for private agency”. “Citizens cannot be expected to rededicate themselves merely because they are told their democracy needs them. Stronger leadership is required”.Summary Matthew A. Crenson and Benjamin Ginsberg, Downsizing Democracy (chapter 1)In the 19th century America’s dynamic party organizations were routinely mobilizing 70 to 80 percent of the electorate in presidential campaigns. Today, American politics is no longer exceptional for its feats of grassroots mobilization. Candidates are spending more then ever and using the tools of mass communications, but the citizen response has grown progressively weaker. Voting is the most common means of citizen participation, and the contraction of the electorate is the most obvious sign of the diminished role citizens play in American politics. American politics is not dead, it has, however, undergone a transfiguration, and so has American citizenship. Indeed, 20th century political reforms have given citizens unprecedented access to the political process. But the new opportunities for citizen involvement have changed the nature of citizenship itself. The proliferation of opportunities for individual access to government has substantially reduced the incentives for collective mobilization. For ordinary Americans, this means that it has become standard practice to deal with the government as individuals rather than as members of a mobilized public. At the same time, elites now have fewer incentives to mobilize non-elites, and non-elites have little incentive to join with one another. It has produced a new politics of individualized access to government and a new era of “personal democracy” for those in a position to take advantage of its possibilities. This is striking, for it runs counter to expectations. For example, the most powerful predictor of political activism used to be education, and although levels of education have been rising, participation has not. Just as curious is the explosion of organized interest groups, which has not been accompanied by any comparable increase in organizational activism among public at large. Perhaps the most puzzling Anomaly in contemporary democratic politics is the disparity between mass immobility and elite agitation. Sometime in the 20 century, the link between leadership competition and citizen mobilization weakened and disappeared. Down to the end of the 19th century, American elites encouraged popular participation because they needed the active support of non-elites. The government’s need for its people set the terms of political completion. Popular support was the currency of power. As they sought popular support, politicians striving for power were compelled to offer concessions and inducements. At first, elites offered representation and participation. Yet today, the promises seem more ritualistic than ever. This is what happens when elites discover that they can do without the support and service of common folks. Rather than expand the range of public benefits to broaden their support base, elites promote the private market as a better source than government. Rather than to expand the base of the federal pyramid through voter mobilization, elites disparage representative institutions as gridlocked and ineffectual. The upper class never relies exclusively upon mass politics to advance their political and economical goals. They tried to ride the majoritarian tide by astutely deploying campaign contributions and lobbyists. The money and the lobbyists represented the elites’ capitulation to democracy’s electoral and representative institutions, and an acknowledgement that they would have to play the democratic game. By contrast, contemporary reforms that are supposed to democratize government – enhanced access to courts and to the process of administrative rule making – may actually enable political elites to circumvent the arena of popular politics and exercise power without democratic support. The making of modern citizensThe manifestations of the new era in American politics are subtle and wide-ranging. Civic education changed from teaching young people a common set of political ideals and beliefs and to habituate them to the rules of conduct that govern public life in a democracy, to “student service learning”. Citizenship is no longer about the collective activity of governing. Students are urged to produce the public services that a voting public once demanded from its government. The various community programs unquestionably inspire worthy people to worthy deeds, but they also represent a government-sponsored shift in our conception of citizenship. Rather than make demands of government, we now fulfill them ourselves, and in doing so we gain the personal satisfaction and certainty that we have actually performed a service and made a difference.The new science of public administrationWhile citizens have been encouraged to think of themselves as public servants, the more conventional public servants employed by the federal government have also been encouraged to adopt  a new perspective on the citizens whom they serve. Citizens have been transformed into customers. There are crucial differences between citizens and customers. Citizens were thought to own the government, while customers merely receive services from it.  Citizens belong to a political community with a collective existence and public purposes. Customers, however, hare individual purchasers seeking to meet their private needs in a market. Customers are not involved in collective mobilization to achieve collective interests. However, recently customers are no longer served, but managed. The politics of social capitalThe narrowing role of American citizens has done nothing to diminish the ethical elevation of citizenship itself. Citizenship, in fact, seems to have become an embodiment of the virtues in which American society is alleged to be deficient. Nevertheless, we are witnessing a radical divergence between the moral conception of citizenship and the political conduct of citizens. This is conventionally attributed to deficiencies in the moral, cultural, or social resources of today’s citizens. The general diagnosis is that America has amassed money and power at the expense of its social capital. The political consequences of the erosion of social capital must weigh most heavily in any assessment of American democracy and citizenship. It has impoverished grassroots democracy, depopulated the public forum and undermined the effectiveness of popular government, which the people have come to mistrust. Three quarter of the decline in civic engagement can be attributed to the television and generational change, according to Putnam. People have turned to the calculated campaign of amusement and have missed the collective experience of war and its unifying force. Americans born during the second half of the 20th century turned inwards. Everett Ladd challenged Putnam’s contention. Though established group ties have disappeared, new connection emerged in their place. The trend is away from centralized, national organizations to those decentralized and local. Theda Skocpol traces the fraying to civil society to an “unraveling from above”. More privileged Americans have pulled out and thrown their support to staffed advocacy groups with headquarters in Washington. Changes in government institutions, not the ebbing of civil society have been responsible for opening up these new political niches for interest groups that get what they want without mobilizing mass membership. As citizens, it seems we are no longer good enough for our country. Above all, we have lost the discipline of self-sacrifice and given ourselves too completely to self-interest. But self-interestedness has been the constant companion of citizenship. Political communities had to offer inducements to inspire good citizenship: “for were the prize is highest, there, too are the best citizens to contend for it”.Who needs citizens?States offer “prizes” for citizenship because they have need of citizens. The modern states in Europe invented modern citizenship not just because they needed standing armies and the money to pay for them but because the very existence of the state defined the conditions for citizenship. The modern state was a membership organization to which people belonged directly as individuals, not indirectly through their membership in families; the state itself replaced this jumble of pre-modern political jurisdictions as the single paramount object of political allegiance. But citizenship was ore than a vertical relation between subject and state; it also implied a relationship among fellow citizens. Beyond that, citizenship also has behavioral implications – a role in governing the state and the support of state authority. The benefits of ruler ship were the prizes that citizens won for being of service to the state. The modern state’s cultivation of citizens as soldiers and taxpayers, suggests an alternative view that the recent decline in the role of American citizenship is a product of the citizens’ personal characteristics, their cultural values, or their access to “social capital”. If citizens remain passive, the reason may be that our political order no longer provides incentives for collective participation in politics. The state may no longer need citizens as much, or perhaps citizens have become a nuisance to political elites. It has begun to privatize not only many of its won functions, but the public itself. American politics has entered the era of personal democracy.A short history of personal democracyThe routine operations of American government once relied on large scale mobilization of the public to a far greater extent than they do today. But the complete citizen, as Aristotle observed, plays two roles – ruling and being ruled. The more government rule depended upon citizen cooperation, the more government submitted to the rule of citizens. As government has learned to manage the public business without the public, it has also diminished the occasions for the kind of popular mobilization that demands reshaping public policy or changing political institutions. Regulatory reforms have often facilitated individual access to policymaking, but it reduced the value of collective mobilization. The chief effect of participatory democracy administration was to absorb and dissipate the political pressures generated by say urban protest movements, often by co-opting the actual or incipient leaders of those movements. The participatory program also lacked substance. To allow for policymaking by the people, official policy makers had, after all, to refrain from issuing precisely designed programs with clearly articulated objectives, making for a paternalism that demoralizes. In all, the undercurrent in the 20th century American politics is a tendency to individualize democracy – an inclination to provide citizens with personal access to politics, policymaking, and administration and, by doing so, reduce the frequency and the need for collective action. Personal democracy lowers the barriers that citizens used to breach only by collective assault. Thus the principle effect of these apparently benign arrangements for personal democracy is to shrink the role of citizens in American politics. When popular mobilization ceases to be a favored strategy among leaders, citizens are left to their own devices, which will generally lend themselves only to an attenuated kind of citizenship, and they seldom result in political mobilization for collective ends.  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IntroductionFor the longest time my stance towards the practice of teaching has been somewhat ambiguous. On the one hand I have no ambition to make a career out of teaching. On the other hand, I was enrolled at the teachers training college in Utrecht, The Netherlands, for about a year and a half, taking courses on didactics, methodology, and student psychology. Had I graduated I would have been able teach in highschool. And despite the fact my subsequent academic career has taking me in a completely different direction, I am about to start my third consecutive teaching job, albeit it as a teaching assistant. Little surprise then, with regard to my teaching ambitions, it is only fair to state the famous words “never say never”. The classroom may have become somewhat of a familiar surrounding in recent years, whether or not I feel comfortable as a teacher is something I have yet to decide upon. Teaching foreigners something you are knowledgeable on is of course something completely different from having to teach students in the Netherlands on modern American history. The former setting means that the teacher has the luxury of an intellectual comfort zone where he is sole authority, in the latter setting that safety net is smaller and the margin for error smaller accordingly. How I would handle myself in such a situation remains yet to be seen. However, since that scenario is unlikely to unfold in the near future, I will limit myself to reflecting on my teaching Dutch.In all honesty, teaching a language has been a completely different experience from teaching Dutch Culture and Society for the Utrecht University Summerschool. With Dutch being my native language, the usage thereof is to a large extent purely intuitively. So to explain something you yourself do intuitively to a foreigner, and making sure you do so by making proper use of the various grammar rules has been a challenge.  A second complicating factor in teaching a second language is that you have to do so in your own second language. For me personally, that was not so much the problem. The problem was of a more practical nature; to usage of the course specific vocabulary in English. Dutch words such as infinitief, adjectief, perfectum,and seperabel verbum, are words one rarely uses in Dutch, let alone in English. Luckily I have been able to do so to a satisfactory extent. At times, my explanations of certain aspects of Dutch would be a bit unorthodox, but they did serve their purpose and students picked up on it. In conclusion I would like to state what I find is specifically important in teaching a second language, and that is teaching students correct, ready to use, practical bits and pieces foremost. Sure some books start by providing students with the full spectrum of a certain language, and providing them with all the tools necessary to fill in the blanks of the framework. But for American students whose exposure to foreign languages is usually limited, this approach casts a large shadow. Teaching a second language needs to be compartmentalized, chopped into little pieces, easily digestible intellectually. This is not to say students should learn some sentences first, and then go into the mechanics of the grammar. I think the two can work together just fine. Accordingly I have tried to instill my students with that sense of practicality. This meant omitting some things, but it also meant paying more and intensive attention to things that were of more practical relevance. I am certainly biased, but it is my personal opinion that I succeeded in doing so. Demo lesson 1A feeling for flawsObjectiveMy self-proclaimed ‘feeling for flaws’ method tries to combine the general rules of Dutch grammar concerning main clauses with a more intuitive way of coming to terms with a second language. In other words, it strives to make students acquainted the proper grammar rules and to enable them to put sentences in a diagram, but at the same time, to have the students learning to pick up on flaws intuitively.After taking the first test, it quickly became obvious that the students had the most difficulty with word order in sentences. On a number of occasions they applied the English sentence structure on the Dutch sentence. ActivityIn order to circumvent these errors, I revisited the general rules. These rules concern the following:S  Subject SubjectPV  Persoonsvorm  Finite verbR  Rest  RestWW  Andere werkwoorden  Other verbsI  inversiecommando  Inversion command or investigative wordTo make this clear, I have put simple sentences in a diagram:SPVR(WW)John WoontIn UtrechtJohnSpreektDutchTranslated to English, the sentence structure remains the same:John lives in UtrechtJohn speaks DutchHowever, things change when other verbs come into the equation.SPVR(WW)Ik Wil Iets BestellenWijMoetenNederlandsLeren Translated to English, we end up with the following:I want to order somethingWe have to learn DutchIn order to turn the joke on the students, I translate the Dutch sentences literally:I want something to orderWe have to Dutch learnDemo lesson 2Handout grammar activity Dutch 1131Objective: to provide students with a quick and efficient method that explains the pattern of the past particles of regular verbs.As an introduction to today’s grammar activity I have used to simple examples of two participiums;Gezegd and GemaaktWhy does one end with – t – and the other with – d - ?Before going into the matter more thoroughly, I take some time to revisit the general rules of the participium, being: -ge + stem + d/tOnce that hurdle has been cleared, I explain the pattern using a simple trick, an “ezelsbruggetje” as we call it in the Netherlands, which will enable students to remember the pattern. This “ezelsbruggetje” is ‘t kofschip.When the consonant before the infinitive en-ending is t,k,f,s,ch, or p,  (one of the constonants in the word: ‘t kofschip) than use the following:- ge + stem + tTo allow the students to practice with this pattern, I write the word ‘t kofschip on the blackboard and then toss some words around, either with a consonant from ‘t kofschip or any other consonant, and have them come up with the correct participium. This should be a fairly simple exercise, but that’s the whole point. The students will realize that it isn’t all that hard. Especially when in all other cases the rule is as follows:- ge + stem + dOutputThis makes for ridiculous sentences, but it will also point out exactly where the flaws are. Thus, when its sounds stupid, it is probably wrong and this might – in the end- enable students to pick up on flaws more intuitively. Furthermore, by using the diagram and the symbols, students learn proper grammar in the process. And they get to have fun too. Demo lesson 3ObjectiveTo expose the students to a very different type of Dutch, namely that of a rap lyric. To that end I have chosen the tracks Made in NL and NL Door, by the Dutch rap group Opgezwolle. In this particular exercises I will have the students listen to the two songs with the lyrics in front of them. When the music starts they will have to read along and listen to the lyric. While doing so they need to try and fill in as much of the blanks as they can. As can be guessed from the two title, the songs are mainly on the Netherlands and the current state of affairs (or rather, the as they were in 2006). To a large extent the lines are based on cultural traits and Dutch peculiarities. The fact that students have to deal with such specific lyrics makes this a hard exercises, but also a very fun one. After having completed, to the best of their ability, the forms, I will then discuss the meaning of certain words and sentences, to what they relate and how that fits into the message the group wants to convey.OpgezwolleMade in NLIk kom uit het land de molens, de klompen, ......................en de tulpen. Het land van de varkens, de kippen, de schapen en runderen. Balkenende, Bauers,  vaders abraham en smurfen. Nederlander, Surinamers Arubanen, Marokkanen en Turken die dagelijks hard ................. of snurken. Ik zit tussen de players, ondernemers en schurken. Je hebt mensen die durven, de jeugd die wat aankloot. Politiek Den Haag dat Amerika .................................loopt. Geef poot Balkenende, niet blaffen. Aggresieve gasten op straat, wie snapt ze? Niemand die daar zit beseft hoe de kern van de zaak in elkaar zit en de gedachtegang van iemand die al een jaar zonder......................... zit.En waar de jonko’s achter elkaar gedraaid worden alsof het shag is, waar niks te gek is. Geld, ontdek dit plekje gek, ontdenk en je zult merken dat geen mogelijkheid onbegrenst is, als Europa zonder grenzen...................... komen langs denken:“Niet stressen, ze zeggen dat het moeilijk en zwoegen is. Ik vind, je kan pas klagen als je beseft hoe goed het is. Je ziet alles steeds veranderen. In Nederland heeft iedereen een handeltje, ieder grasveld zijn addertje”.Made in NL, zodra de een start, speelt de rest mee in het spel. Een schaap over de dam, dan volgen er meer. Veel ......................................... voor de wol die je scheert.En vele mensen in NL, kiezen de makkelijke weg en kopieëren hun mening. Aangezien iemand anders het zegt zal het wel waar zijn. Denk na, wil je die papagaai zijn? Of zal er toch een andere kant aan dit .....................................zijn?Ik betaal in termijnen voor mijn nieuwe wagen. Mijn buurman heeft er ook een, dus ik wil er ook eentje halen, en later betalen. En nog iets; in de naam van Urbanus burn ik de term urban en druk het als as in de urn.En die nerds van idols hebben geroken aan het succes. Maar nu heeft .............................het over ze, nu komen ze niet meer uit bed.Uitgemolken door mas en bovendien ook gestopt met hun school, dus uiteindelijk zijn ze alleen nog maar goed in hun eigen bol.Endemol vindt het schitterend, vet cool en top. Bel snel, bestel snel, call-tv......................... we op. Want het geld stroomt in verschillende spelletjes shows en de close-up’s van bobo’s kennen we door realitysoaps.Schitterend, dit is het land van de rage’s, van de hype’s. Handen erboven op, kom op daar gaan we. Tot en met ......................................., dan hebben we het wel weer gehad. En kunnen we rustig verder met de klysma’s van Patty Brard.Made in NL, zodra de een start, speelt de rest mee in het spel. Een schaap over de dam, dan volgen er meer. Veel geschreeuw voor de wol die je scheert.Made in NL, zodra de een start, speelt de rest mee in het spel. Een schaap over de dam, dan volgen er meer. Veel geschreeuw voor de wol die je scheert.NL DoorMade in NL, in NL, made in NLEn we komen overal. Niet vandaag dan zijn we er morgen. Shows gaan te ver als ontgroeningen bij studentencorpsen. Breng cursus in dorpjes en volop groeiende steden, waar mensen....................................... om vergroegd uit te kunnen treden.We typeren zoveel, onze obers en kelners gooien restjes voedsel nooit te snel weg bij vuilnis. 140 op de teller over wegen en velden, helemaal over de afsluitdijk door naar Den Helder. ................................................word ik wel eens gedropt in de Bijlmer. Het verre oosten, verder hoef ik je niet te melden.En van Groningen tot Goes en Vlissingen vinden ze dit geweldig. Voor bites, ik ben onverbiddelijk ik wil onmiddelijk mijn stijl terug. We moven door flink volgebouwde benauwde straten. En we houden ...................................met lauwe kameraden en dames.Rico, Stickets en Delic, sportief zonder Russell Athletic. Je ziet ons zelfs over de grens tussen de fans in Brussel en Gent. Rappers worden vader, ze sturen me geboortekaartjes. ............................................., ik hoor je later op het volgende solo-plaatje.In NL, in NL, made in NLTextbook critiqueNick AugusteijnTextbook critique Neue Horizonte, Introductory German (6th edition) by David B. Dollenmayer and Tomas S. Hansen . One thing is for sure, just a look at the cover of the 2006th edition of the German textbook Neue Horizonte makes you want to pack you bags and leave for Germany. What better incentive to learn German?  I cannot think of one. The students the authors had in mind when writing Neue Horizonte were the students at both two-year and four-year colleges and Universities, the goal being to teach them to communicate in German and to do so to the best of their ability, in other words, as accurately as possible. To enable students to do so, the text “embraces as eclectic methodology that both demands accuracy in controlled exercises and encourages free expression in communicative exercises” (IAE-7). The authors thus acknowledge the inseparability of communicative skills on the one hand, and grammatical comprehension on the other. This ties in with what the various scholars and Alice Omaggio Hadley wrote in the latter’ Teaching Language in Context on the importance of context in comprehension and learning, enhancing the “intuitive appeal of such an approach” (157). The above mentioned two-fold aim should thus enable students to proficiency goals with regard to the following skills:SpeakingListeningReadingWritingNot only should the student be able to recognize all the sounds of German, he or she should be able to pronounce them accurately enough to be understood by a native speaker. Furthermore, a student should be able to read simple German prose and comprehend ideas expressed in them through the vocabulary and grammatical structures as featured in Neue Horizonte. Students should also be able to write at least a paragraph in German. They should be able to do so without dictionary. The authors recognize that in doing so, students might make certain errors, and therefore the authors stress the importance of comprehensibility of the writing over accurateness. Needless to say, the final goal is the ability to write without major errors.To boost student’ confidence and motivation with regard to communicative skills at the beginning of their study of German, the authors have enriched the 6th edition with an Einfürung, an introductory chapter in which the students will learn greetings and farewell, to talk about how the feel and be able to say where they are from, basic vocabulary of everyday objects, and – perhaps most important of all – learn to talk about the weather. In other words, the students will learn through “brief idiomatic conversations in everyday situations” (X) As in previous editions of the book there are a number of main features to Neue Horizontes’ respective chapters, namely:Chapter openingConversationPoetryVocabulary/activitiesReadingCultureAccording to the authors, the chapter opening should provide the student with “communicative and cultural objectives and an overview of the chapter material” (IAE-4). The conversation feature is geared towards strengthening the students’ communicative skills. Once acquired, these skills should enable the student to feel encouraged to freely express his or herself. The incorporation of poetry can strike one as odd, nevertheless, as the authors argue; it brings to life the each chapter’s grammar and vocabulary. Needless to say, poetry has the additional advantage of enriching the cultural understanding and provides the instructor with a pronunciation practice. Further reading and vocabulary are of course necessary to strengthen the language and reading skills. Here again, the authors have specifically chosen lively, mostly cultural readings. Lastly, the cultural feature presents “detailed information…or authentic material”, relation to the theme of each respective chapter. These features combined should enable the students confidently immerse themselves in the German language and in the German speaking world because, to summarize the above mentioned features, students are introduced to every day life in Germany and the German-speaking countries, but also to relevant topics with Germany and its history. A European perspective is also provided. In doing so, the students learn to pick up on the cultural differences between German culture and their own, and to reflect on those differences. In giving students directives to Neue Horizonte, the authors address them directly in the preface, summarizing the above mentioned organization of both the book and the chapters. Thus the students will work with Dialoge und Variationen, Worschatz, Lyrik zum Vorlesen, Grammatik, Lesestück, Nach dem Lesen, and finally the Almanach. To see how this plays out in practice, I have chosen to examine Kapitel 7, Auf Reisen. I will try to examine the different activities and possibly the logic behind it. At times I will contrast the Neue Horizonte approach with the Help! 1, een cursus Nederlands voor: anderstaligen, the textbook used for the Intensive beginning Dutch course. The chapter, organized around the travelling theme, is organized as mentioned above, using Dialoge und Variationen, Worschatz, Lyrik zum Vorlesen, Grammatik, Lesestück, Nach dem Lesen, and finally the Almanach. The dialog is again focused on practical usability in everyday situations, for instance at the Bahnhof. The Variationen section, combined with the Worschatz section should enable to student to elaborate on the initial conversation and get creative to a certain extent. The grammar section of this chapter focuses on elaborating on the definite and indefinite articles, dividing them in the der-words and ein-words groups. To practice with the newly acquired knowledge, students need to apply word endings in exercises featuring sentences having to do with travelling, and thus using the familiar context of the chapter. On top of that, students learn to use the coordinating conjunctions, aber versus sondern, word order, dative objectives, personal dative, using würden+infinitive, verbs with two-way prepositions and finally the perfect tense of modal verbs. It makes for a whopping eight pages of grammar, albeit with workbook exercises. The rest of the chapter, the Lesestück and Nach dem Lesen sections, are devoted to having the student apply the acquired skills in various exercises, all within the context of travelling. If we are to compare the Kapitel 7, Auf Reisen with the chapter Op Reis from Dutch textbook, a number of similarities and differences stand out. Both books start out with a dialog. However, in the Dutch textbook the dialog is a listening exercise. De Taalhulp section is roughly comparable to the German Variationen section, only much more compact. The same goes for the grammar section, being only one page in length. Naturally there are exercises to have students apply the new skills, but they are in a different section. You could argue whether or not this is a more preferable approach. The advantage of having the exercises incorporated is that students can start applying the grammar straight away. On the other hand, having the exercises in a different section could mean that the students are more focused on the actual grammar. And making the exercises without help at hand, requires actual comprehension and thus a better proficiency. Another, perhaps more striking difference is the attention awarded to the cultural component in Neue Horizonte. There are also differences have not so much to do with the content, but more with the lay-out of the Neue Horizonte textbook in comparison with its Dutch counterpart. On any given page, five or six different colors are used, various font sizes, and to make matters worse, even they are featured in different colors. It strikes a user of de Dutch textbook as utter chaotic and very much distracting. Furthermore, being a big book, a lot of information can be put on a single page, something that has been done accordingly, unfortunately. Personally, I feel this adds to the already present chaos. More importantly, it comes across as an possible information overload to new students of German. In conclusion however, I must admit that the Neue Horizonte delivers on its promise of enabling students to reach for proficiency goals and to have them acquire practical, ready to use tools for conversation in German and immersion in the German  speaking world. The use of context is very much noticeable to take away the possible downsides of having to deal with Grammar. It is thus very unfortunate that the sheer extent of the grammar section, eight pages in chapter 7, and the very chaotic manner in which it is presented, take away much of the intended upsides of the use of poetry for instance, or the general use of context, be it travelling or Das Leben in der Stadt. To really make sense of Neue Horizonte you would almost have to learn to read between the lines. Surely the authors would not have intended that. Reaction paperNick AugusteijnA response to What’s the Problem? L2 Learners’ Use of the L1 During Consciousness-Raising, Form-Focused Tasks, by Virginia M. Scott and María José de la Fuente, taken from The Modern Language Journal, 92, I, (2008).In more occasions than one, the teacher in a foreign language classroom is the primary source of the second language. Accordingly, it has been argued that he or she should use as much of the target language (L2) in the classroom. Some would even go as far as to state that “the measure of an FL language teacher’s success is often related to his or her ability to conduct the entire class in the target language”, whereas others have held the opinion that the L1 may actually help facilitate the L2 acquisition. There is thus little agreement on the subject and the question arises when, and to what extent the native language (L1) should be used. Can instances be isolated during which the use of L1 is productive, and when it will start to become a hindrance? Virginia M. Scott and María José de la Fuente took it upon themselves to research just such a specific instance. As can be distilled from the title of their article, Scott and de la Fuente focused their attention on the usage of the native language during ‘consciousness-raising, form focused tasks’. What they found was that when students were allowed to use their native language, their collaboration was much more balanced and coherent, whereas a different group of students – those who were not allowed to use their native language during the exercise – collaborated less, and when they did, they did so in a fragmented way. Without doubt, this will strike the teacher as very familiar behavior. I for one have experienced the observations made by Scott and de la Fuente first hand on a number of occasions. Surely the setting was very different, but having students work together and telling them to use the target language only made for slow progress and eventual usage of the native language. When using the latter, the collaboration worked much better and there was more spontaneity. This, however, also has its downsides; sometimes students would drift off into general conversation. On the other hand, the classroom is not the controlled environment as used by Scott and de la Fuente. Had their group, who were supposed to use the native language, been outside the controlled environment and in a normal classroom, than perhaps the same would have happened. After all, students will be students. Having witnessed the difference between using the target language solely and being allowed to use the native language, I revised the presentation exercise. Students were each assigned to give a presentation together on a topic related to Dutch culture. For me personally it made little sense of forcing them to do the presentation in Dutch, and to have them use Dutch on their slides. It would have been the ideal situation had they been able to, without doubt. However, the target language acquired so far, such a scenario was not very realistic. Therefore I told students they could do the presentation in their native language, but they had to make use of Dutch to the best of their ability, both in spoken and in written Dutch. Their slides would thus show use of both the native and the target language, and some students made a deliberate effort to use as much of the target language as they could in presenting their topic to the rest of the class. In conclusion, the findings by Scott and de la Fuente are very useful in devising specific exercises which allows students to maximize the benefits of using their native language in a second language classroom. A distinction must be made, however, between a controlled research environment and the realities of an actual classroom setting. Nevertheless, I am confident that the findings will prove a strong incentive for further research on the best possible exercises. Test on chapter 9Vocabulary Translate:Dienst:Overleg:Boodschappen:Douche:Weleens:Grammar:List the two Dutch words for ‘because’ 1.2.The difference between ‘welk’ and ‘welke’ ‘Welk’ is used before a singular ……..word.‘Welke’ is used before a singular ……..word and before all……………………………Word orderFinish:EerstDan…………………Daarvoor…………………VocabularyFill in the blanks using the words: soms, elke, altijd, meestal, nooit, vaak, wel eens.Use the words only once!1. Ben je                                      in Chicago geweest?2. Ja, heel                                    , want mijn familie woont daar.3. Chicago is erg leuk. Je gaat er zeker                               zomer naar toe?4 Nee, want                          is mijn familie ‘s zomers niet in Chicago.5. Spreekt je familie Nederlands? Ja, maar                     spreken we ook Engels. Dat vinden ze makkelijker. 6. Woont je familie al lang in Chicago? Ja ze hebben er                            gewoond.7. En ben je wel eens in Detroit geweest? Nee, nog                          GrammarList at least five conjunctions1.2.3.4.5.Fill in: ‘Welk’ or ‘Welke’ 1. Uit                         		land komt u?2.                               		talen spreekt u?3. In                           		maand bent u jarig? 4. Op				dag? 5.                                             dag is het vandaag?Exercise Fill in: omdat, want, als or maar in de following sentences.1: Elke ochtend sta ik al om zeven uur op                                 ik wil genoeg tijd hebben voor een kopje thee2: Na het ontbijt spring ik op de fiets en ga naar mijn werk. Ik ga op de fiets                  ik vlakbij mijn werk woon.3: Om elf uur zie ik bijna alle collega’s                         we dan samen koffie drinken.
4: Ik mag naar huis                             het vijf uur is,                           vaak werk ik tot zes uur.5: ‘s Avonds kan ik niet veel meer doen                              ik dan erg moe ben.Pick the correct alternative:1. om/op		Ik kom                         half acht.2. tot/voor		Het examen begint om tien uur, u moet                      tien uur aanwezig zijn.3. tussen/van		Het examen duurt                         tien tot twaalf uur.4. in/over			een week ga ik verhuizen. Dan geef ik een feestje in mijn nieuwe huis.5. in/op		Ik ben                             januari jarig. Dat is                              de winter.Word orderWrite down the sentences, placing the words at the end of the sentence in the correct order.1.Als het tien uur is, -ze-heeft-een-koffiepauze2. ‘s Middags brengt ze de patienten thee als-het bezoek-is-weer-weg.   3. Daarna denkt ze aan vijf uur, want-mag-ze-dan-weg4. Als ze thuis komt, ze-leest-de-krant-eerst5. Omdat ze de volgende ochtend weer vroeg op moet, -ze-gaat-om-half-elf-naar bed.VocabularyHardlopen:Bezoek:Cadeau:Station:PersoneelChapter test on ch. 10Vocab.Translate:AfwassenDe boodschap (in ik laat een boodschap doorgeven)KlaarmakenWaardeloosDe toekomst1.2.3.4.5.Grammar.With regard to the general rules concerning main clauses, what comes before the subject in a statement?Answer:Grammar.Put the following snippets of sentences in the diagram on the next page. See whether or not the snippets are part of a question or a statement.Zij – Naar Utrecht – Gaat – Hoe laatBeginnen – ik – ga – met de studie - Volgend jaar Is - Hoe laat – De trein –Vertrokken - Uit UtrechtJohn – vandaag – Naar Utrecht – gaatIPVSRWW4.ExerciseFill in the blanks, use the appropriate word.De deur                          doen.Eten                                maken.Iemand		bellen.Eten			eten.Je koffie		drinken.5.GrammarDutch has a number of split verbs. When they are combined with a modal verb, it comes at the end of the main clause, in the infinite form, unsplit.When is the split verb split up into its basic and its prefix?Answer:Exercise Fill in the verbum. Example: (opbellen)Het meisje – Jan -    Het meisje belt Jan op.(aantrekken)  Ik – altijd – eerst – mijn sokken – (uitrusten) Veel mensen – in het weekend – goed – (afspreken) Hoe laat – zullen – we – voor morgen-?(meegaan) Ik – met je - , als je gaat zwemmen.(uitleggen) Kun jij – mij – de spelregels – van voetbal - ?7.ExcersiseLink the following verba with appropriate substantieven.VerbaSubstantievenDoen (aan)GedichtenSchrijvenBalletKijken (naar)KledingPassenFoto’sMakenSport8.Finish the sentences with dat.Example: John: “Ik speel al acht jaar piano”John zegt dat hij al acht jaar piano speelt.John: “Ik ben helemaal niet muzikaal”John: “Ik kan wel aardig voetballen”John: “Ik verlies meestal met tennissen”John: “Mijn conditie is waardeloos”John: “Ik haat hamburgers”Answers:1.2.3.4.5.9. ExerciseWhich word does not belong?Verschikkelijk! Afschuwelijk! Redelijk! Belachelijk! Lelijk! Walgelijk!Answer:10. Vocab.Translate: Entirely/completelyChoral singingTo believeTo loseTo call backChapter test ch 11.Vocab.Translate:De douaneBemiddelenGeregeldVoorbereidenHet toestelGrammar.Explain the differences between these two sentences using the grammar rules A.Ze komt bij ons als ze tijd heeft.B.Als ze tijd heeft, komt ze bij ons. ExcersiseFill in the blanks using either preposities or pronomen(note. sentence 4 has 3 blanks)Wij gaan dit jaar                              vakantie                                        Nederland.Meneer en mevrouw Willems gaan ook.                     gaan een week naar Nederland.We vertrekken                           de eerste maandag                                        juli.Mevrouw Willems is                        koffer al aan het inpakken, maar meneer Willems is                               paspoort kwijt. Gelukkig vindt                         het paspoort snel en een half uur later is                         vrouw klaar met het pakken. We blijven                          half juli                      Nedeland en gaan dan                  Duitsland weer                         huis.Please write down the pluralis of the following words.BrochureUurVriendinReisTelefoontoestelDagCollegaPlaatsBootAfdelingFinish the following sentences using omdat of alsExample: Ze wil reserveren voor de reis van September. (nog een huisje vrij)Ze wil reserveren voor de reis van september als er nog een huisje vrij is.Ze belt nog even naar het reisbureau. (nog meer informatie)Ze kan niet in oktober met vakantie naar Afrika. (de reis vol)Ze wil wel reserveren voor de reis in september. (haar vriendin ook in september)Afgelopen zaterdag is ze bij het reisbureau geweest. (informatie over Afrika)Ze laat snel iets weten. (definitief reserveren)Fill in the comparatiefJuan maakt veel fouten als hij schrijft. Pedro maakt bijna geen fouten, die schrijft dus...................................... dan Juan. Maria maakt vreselijk veel fouten, zij schrijft dus nog............................................dan Juan. Maar Juan spreekt redelijk Nederlands. Hij spreekt ...........................................dan hij schrijft. Hij vindt schrijven................................................dan spreken. Juan is 25 jaar. Pedro is 24 jaar en is dus.................................................dan Juan. Use the correct wordGoedenmiddag,  (kun/kan/kunt) ik je helpen?Ja, ik (zal/mag/wil) wat vragen over fietsvakanties in Zuid-Europa. (Mag/Kunt/Wil) u me daar meer informatie over geven?Jazeker, ik (wil/moet/zal) je een brochure geven. Maar waar (wilt/wil/zal) je precies naartoe?Make combinations. Use the given conjunctive. Use the name only in the first sentence.Example: omdatMaria is ziek. Maria gaat naar huis.  Maria gaat naar huis omdat ze ziek is.Als.  Ik heb tijd. Ik ga naar Karels feest.Omdat. Karel is zaterdag jarig. Zaterdag avond geeft Karel een feest.Want. Saskia is heel erg blij. Saskia heeft een leuke kamer gevonden.Maar. Maria heeft de film niet goed begrepen. Gisterenavond heeft Maria een film gezien. Want. Wij krijgen om acht uur visite. Wij moeten snel naar huis. 1.2.3.4.5.Envision a telephone conversation and write down the conversation in Dutch.Just before lunch break you are calling travel agency La France for the Phillips Corporation. The phone is being answered and you introduce the company and yourself. However, you need to talk to Saskia Willems (afdeling Frankrijk). Ask for her and ask her for information on camping Le Deux Fontaine. You are A, the travel agency is B.B. Goedemorgen, reisbureau La France met Monique van der Linden.A.B. Ja hoor, die is er. Een ogenblik a.u.bB. Met Saskia Willems.A. TranslateTo decideFinallyMomentAwakeEnough.Midterm Test Dutch 1131LuisterenU gaat mee met een korte busreis van 3 dagen door het westen en midden van Nederland. De reis begint en eindigt in Utrecht. Voordat de bus vertrekt, geeft de reisleider een kort overzicht van de komenden 3 dagen. Luister naar de reisleider en vul de namen en activiteiten in het schema.Steden: Alkmaar, Amsterdam, Den Haag, Hilversum, Scheveningen, UtrechtActiviteiten:Rondvaart door het oude centrumZelf een paar uur rondkijkenEen rondwandeling door de stadDe gebouwen van het parlement bezoekenEen tv/radio studio bezoekenOp het strand liggen en/of zwemmenDiner als afsluitingNaar theater gaanKaasmarkt bezoekenMusea en kerken bezoekenGezellige cafes bezoekenNaar Madurodam gaanVocab.1. Eigenlijk2. Verzorgen3. Ophalen4. Waardering5. Thuiskomen3. GrammarVul in. Kies uit: omdat, want, als, maarOm elf uur zie ik bijna alle collega’s…………………...we dan samen koffie drinken.Na de lunchpauze ga ik naar de redactie, ………………….ik ‘s middags daar werk.Ik werk van twee tot vijf. Ik moet heel hard werken,……………………het is op de redactie heel erg druk.Ik mag naar huis…………………het vijf uur is,………………………vaak werk ik tot zes uur.‘S avonds kan ik niet veel meer doen, ……………………ik dan erg moe ben.4.Exercise Beantwoord de vragen, gebruik dat in het antwoord. Voorbeeld: Wat zegt Theo over zijn hobby, pianospelen? (redelijk) Theo zegt dat hij redelijk piano speelt. Wat zegt Karel over zijn eigen zangtalent? (slecht)Wat zegt Remco over zijn sportactiviteiten? (tennis)Wat zegt Theo over muziek? (geweldig)Wat zegt mevrouw Willems over haar interesse in lezen (graag)Wat zegt Meneer Willems over de film ‘Karakter’? (verschrikkelijk)1.2.3.4.5.5.ExerciseKijk naar het voorbeelden vul in: (opstaan) ik sta op(uitleggen) ik…………………………………………(aantrekken) ik……………………………………….(opgeven) ik………………………………………….(meegaan) ik………………………………………....(weggaan) ik…………………………………………Vertaal de volgende zinnen, gebruik ‘om’ en ‘dan’I feel like going on holidayDo you like travelling by boat?I would rather go to Paris by train instead of by planeWould you rather have an ice cream instead of a beer?Why do you like to lie out in the sun?1.2.3.4.5.7.Vul op elke plaats preposities en pronomen inWe blijven...................................half juli..................................Nederland en gaan dan..................................Duitsland weer..............................huis.Vorige week zijn we.................................het reisbureau geweest.................................de reis te bespreken.Als Petra tien minuten te laat binnenkomt, zijn...............................collega’s al druk bezig. Er staan al veel klanten in de rij om..............................boodschappen af te rekenen.“Zo, ben.................................daar eindelijk?” zegt collega Jan tegen..........................Remco vraagt: “mogen we ............................rekenmachientjes gebruiken?” “Ja, dat mag”, zegt Meneer Pieters en  ...........................gaat achter.........................bureau zitten.8.PluralisSportBureauTorenKaartVakantie9. ParticipiumInfinitiefParticipiumOpbellenTerugkomenUitgaan ZoekenZeggen 10. vocab.1. Bespreken2. Inbegrepen3. Huisbaas4. Indrukwekkend5. VervenChapter test 13Luisteren. Zet het ritmeschema achter de woorden.BushalteAutomatenPincodeMotivatieGereserveerdSaladeDirecteurFinanciënSecetaresseIntroduceren2.VocabBeleefdGemeentelijkHet legitimatie bewijsDe toestemmingZwerver1:2:3:4:5:Exercise, zoek de synoniemen bij elkaarBestuurderCorrectOpschrijvenInvitatieUitvoerenChauffeurJuistNoterenUitnodigenExporterenGrammar, zet de zinnen in perfectumWe...........................naar een feest.........................................(zijn)Saskia heeft een nieuwe jurk nodig. Ze........................de hele middag winkel in, winkel uit.....................................(gaan)Ze.....................................uren lang naar een leuke jurk..........................................(zoeken)Afgelopen zaterdag...........................ik bij mijn buren..............................(eten)Ze................................een speciale maaltijd.........................................(klaar maken)Grammar, laat in de onderstaande zinnen ‘moet’ en ‘kunt weg’. Hoe verandert het andere werkwoord? Voorbeeld: U moet morgen opbellen  Belt u morgen op.U moet het formulier invullenU moet het formulier weer bij ons inleverenU kunt het formulier opsturenU moet een kopie van uw legitimatiebewijs meezendenU moet uw telefoon nummer opschrijven.1:2:3:4:5:6.Voorbeeld: A: Piet		B: een aardig meisjeA: Piet werkt bij de verzekeringsmaatschappijB: Er werkt een aardig meisje bij de verzekeringsmaatschappij1: A  Meneer Willems		B een vrouwA: Meneer Willems loopt op straatB:2: A	Remco				B  De moeder van SaskiaA: Remco staat bij een loket te wachtenB: 3: A Karel				B  Een jongen uit onze klasA: Karel woont in de Van Gogh straatB:4: A  Maria				BiemandA: Maria belt op om iets te vragenB: 5: A Het formulier van de verzekering 	B Een of ander formulierA: het formulier van de verzekering ligt op tafelB: 7.Zet in de goede volgorde. Zo vul je een formulier in:Lees goed wat je moet invullenPlak een postzegel op de envelopZet onderaan je handtekeningSchrijf in bloklettersVul eerst je naam inProbeer duidelijk te schrijvenGooi de enveloppe in de brievenbusDoe het formulier in een envelopVul in: de, het, een. Let op: soms kunt u niets invullen!Voorbeeld: Er is............restaurant op het stationEr is een restaurant op het station.....................huis van Jan en Annie staat te koop. Er staan in hun straat nog........................huis te koop......................boeken op de tafel zijn van onze leraar. Er liggen.....................boeken voor de studenten in de kast.Er staat............................telefoon toestel op de kast.  .........................................telefoon toestel is kapot.Er zit...............................thee in de pot.  ......................................thee is koud.Er loopt..........................man om het huis.  ..........................man kijkt naar binnen.Vertaal1: We are working1: 2: The men are repairing a window2:3: Many people are waiting in line3: 4: I am reading the newspaper4:5: We are reading the newspaper5:VocabAdvertising agencyWell/ehmNobodyConditionTo hand inFinal Exam Dutch 1131Vraag 1, topografieNoem 8 Nederlandse provinciën. Bonuspunten voor elke extra provincie.Vraag 2, grammaticaKies het goede verbum. Vul een participium of imperfectum in.Fragment 1 – kies uit: koken, praten, worden, zeggen, zijn.1: Afgelopen zaterdag ben ik bij mijn Nederlandse buren op bezoen.............................................2: Ze hadden boerenkool met worst voor me........................................., typisch Nederland!3: Daarna hebben we de hele avond gezellig........................................., soms in het Engels, soms in het Nederlands.4: Mijn buren........................................5: Dat mijn buren steeds beter....................................................Fragment 2 – kies uit: bezoeken, gaan, hebben, maken, vragen.1: In het weekend heb ik al een paar cafés................................., maar die zijn niet zo gezellig.2: Op zondag ben ik al vaak naar Scheveningen............................................3: En daar heb ik afgelopen zondag nog een lange strandwandeling..........................................4: En gisteren........................een collega van me5: Of ik al plannen.........................................voor volgende week zondag. Vraag 3, grammatica. Maak de volgende zinnen complete. Gebruik omdat of alsVoorbeeld: Ze wil reserveren voor de reis van September. (nog een huisje vrij)Ze wil reserveren voor de reis van september als er nog een huisje vrij is.Ze belt nog even naar het reisbureau. (nog meer informatie)Ze kan niet in oktober met vakantie naar Afrika. (de reis vol)Ze wil wel reserveren voor de reis in september. (haar vriendin ook in september)Afgelopen zaterdag is ze bij het reisbureau geweest. (informatie over Afrika)Ze laat snel iets weten. (definitief reserveren)1:2:3:4:5:Vraag 4, pluralis. Geef het meervoud van de volgende woorden:kassa manZusNeefBabyBureauVriendinAppelReisSchoolVraag 5, grammaticaZet de zinnen in het perfectumWe...........................naar een feest.........................................(zijn)Saskia heeft een nieuwe jurk nodig. Ze........................de hele middag winkel in, winkel uit.....................................(gaan)Ze.....................................uren lang naar een leuke jurk..........................................(zoeken)Afgelopen zaterdag...........................ik bij mijn buren..............................(eten)Ze................................een speciale maaltijd.........................................(klaar maken)Vraag 6, lezenLees de volgende test en beantwoord de vragen19:28 17 April 2008 Twee zeearendjongen in FlevolandIn de Oostvaardersplassen zijn weer twee zeearenden geboren. Voor het derde jaar op rij heeft het zeearendenpaar in het natuurgebied eieren uitgebroed, maar het is voor het eerst dat het paar meer dan één jong voortbrengt. 

Staatsbosbeheer ontdekte het nest met de jongen op luchtfoto's die voor een vogeltelling waren gemaakt. De ouders hebben een ander nest gekozen;op het oude staat een webcam, waardoor het via de computer te bekijken was. 

Volgens Staatsbosbeheer is het vrouwtje jong en kan ze nog jaren eieren leggen. De zeearend, of "vliegende deur", heeft een vleugelspanwijdte van 2,60 meter.1: Voor het derde jaar op rij heeft het zeearendenpaar twee jongen voortgebracht. Waar? Niet waar?2: Staatsbosheer ontdekte het nest via de webcam. Waar? Niet waar?3: De zeearend heeft de bijnaam “vliegende deur”. Waar? Niet waar?4: Het nest met de jongen is met de webcam via de computer te bekijken. Waar? Niet waar?5: De oostvaardersplassen liggen in de provincie Flevoland. Waar? Niet waar? Vraag 7, preposities en pronomen.Vul op elke plaats preposities en pronomen inWe blijven...................................half juli..................................Nederland en gaan dan..................................Duitsland weer..............................huis.Vorige week zijn we.................................het reisbureau geweest.................................de reis te bespreken.Als Petra tien minuten te laat binnenkomt, zijn...............................collega’s al druk bezig. Er staan al veel klanten in de rij om..............................boodschappen af te rekenen.“Zo, ben.................................daar eindelijk?” zegt collega Jan tegen..........................Remco vraagt: “mogen we ............................rekenmachientjes gebruiken?” “Ja, dat mag”, zegt Meneer Pieters en  ...........................gaat achter.........................bureau zitten.Vraag 8, comparatief en superlatiefMaak het schema compleetBasiswoordComparatiefsuperlatiefZiekGraagWeinigJongWarmPrettigVeelLichtGoedVraag 9, GrammaticaZet de zinnen in perfectum. Kies zelf een vorm van hebben of zijn.Voorbeeld: (wonen) Voor mijn huwelijk ik in Parijs  Voor mijn huwelijk heb ik in Parijs gewoond.1: (vertellen) Juan gisterenmorgen een lang verhaal2: (verhuizen) Hij vertelde dat hij vorige maand3: (huren) Hij een huis in Londen4: (opknappen) Eerst hij alles5: (uitnodigen) gisteren hij ons allemaal voor een feest in zijn nieuwe huis1:2: 3: 4:5:Vraag 10, vul in. Gebruik de verleden tijd (past tense)1: (gaan) We...................altijd om 8 uur naar bed2: (denken) Mijn moeder.......................dan3: (gaan) dat we meteen..............................slapen, maar4: (slapen) meestal....................................we niet direct,5: (liggen) we.................................altijd nog een tijdje te lezen.6: (durven) We............................niet teveel lawaai te maken want7: (zijn ) we................................bang8: (zullen) dat moeder ons.........................................horen.9: (weten) Mijn vader................................het wel, maar10: (zeggen) hij................................altijd dat hij het niet erg vond. Vraag 11, topografie.Verklaar waarom de plaats Lelystad in de provincie Flevoland ligt.Explain why the town of Lelystad is located in the province Flevoland? Vraag 12, vul in.Kies uit: deze, die, dit, of dat.1: ................................week heb ik nog vakantie maar volgende week is de vakantie afgelopen.2: In.............................week beginnen de lessen weer.3: Kijk eens hier. Ik heb....................................woordenboek gisteren gekocht.4: Het is veel beter dan....................................oude woordenboek van jou.5: Onze kantine heeft twee zalen. In.........................zaal, waar we nu zijn, is het verboden te roken. Als u toch wilt roken, moet u dus naar........................................andere zaal gaan.6: Ga je mee iets drinken in.............................café hier? Het is gezelliger dan.......................café daar verderop.7: De meeste toeristen gaan naar...............................grote kerk aan de overkant van de rivier, maar soms komen er ook toeristen in.........................kleine kerk hier in de straat. Vraag 13, vul in.Vul het adjectief in. Verander de vorm als dat nodig is.Voorbeeld: ik houd veel van (klassiek) muziekIk houd veel van klassieke muziek.	       Ik lees graag een (goed) boek ik lees graag een goed boek.1: Ik speel piano, maar ik heb ook (ander) hobby’s.2: Wij gaan vanavond naar het optreden van een (goed) jazz-band.3: Mijn vriendin zingt in een heel (gezellig) koor4: Ze wil graag een (ruim) kamer met een (groot) balkon.5: Myra Willems heeft een (druk) baan als verpleegster.Vraag 14, schrijven.Maak zinnen met de volgende activiteiten. Voorbeeld: TV kijken Wij zijn TV aan het kijken. Use either ik or wij. Decide for yourself. Three of the following sentences can be completed in two different formats. Find them and complete these sentences in those two formats. 1: fiets repareren2: muziek luisteren3: Huiswerk maken.4: auto wassen5: krant lezenVraag 15, vocab1: de douane2: af en toe3: de gracht4: ontbijt5: weleens6: to rest7: moreover, besides8: to check9: small moment10: healthyDUT 1131: Intensive Beginning Dutch IICourse Description Spring 2008Instructor: Nick AugusteijnE-mail: nickaugusteijn@ufl.eduOffice hours: Tuesday 1:55 – 2.30 and Thursday 1.55-2.55Phone: 352 231 6480Texts: E. Ham, W.H.T.M. Tersteeg, L. Zijlman, Help! 1, een cursus Nederlands voor: anderstaligen.E. Ham, W.H.T.M. Tersteeg, L. Zijlman, Help, 1, Englisch Supplement.Audio CD’s Help! 1Objectives:This course aims to provide students with a thorough foundation in Dutch language skills, i.e. speaking, listening, writing and reading. In particular, speaking will play an important role in this course. Students will be required to give presentations regularly and both in the midterm as well as the final exams in the form of an interview with a native speaker. Students will learn the Dutch sound system as well as verb conjugations, tenses, vocabulary, idiomatic phrases, prepositions, adjectives, adverbs to name a few grammar concepts. Students of Dutch 1131 will also learn about everyday life and culture in the Netherlands from textbook reading passages and exercises in additions to assignments and activities outside the textbook.Attendance:Attendance is mandatory. There is a maximum of three unexcused absences. After three unexcused absences, a point will be deducted from you final grade parentage fur each further absence. If you are unable to attend class, you must notify your instructor well in advance before class begins. You will be expected to turn in homework of that day by e-mail and make up missed work as well as do additional work to compensate for you absence.Homework:Homework is also essential to language learning. The completion and practice of daily exercises inside and outside of class are required for progress in the acquisition of a second language. In additions to your daily homework, you can expect extra assignments that require you to hand in on a separate piece of paper. There are compositions and serve as preparation for your written tests. On some occasion you will have to rewrite these compositions to help re-enforce what you missed or misunderstood.Tests and Quizzes:Every other week you will have a test. Tests will be noted in the course syllabus. You will also give oral presentations. Topics will be chosen by your instructor and will be based on the vocabulary and themes from your textbook material. For each chapter you can expect a vocabulary quiz. All forms of testing: chapter tests, presentations, quizzes, the portfolio, the midterm and final exams will comprise your final percentage grade. The midterm and final exams are not optional and cannot be missed.Grades:Your final grade will be based on the following:35% final exam covering chapters 9-1610% midterm exam covering the material to the mid point in the semester20% chapter exams10% oral presentations10% vocabulary quizzes10% portfolio5% active participation in classSchema: 7 Jan. – 11 Jan.Ma: introDi: no classWo: Start hoofdstuk 9. Uitleg grammatical. Tekst 1 nagaan. 1c controleren in les. Taalhulp 1 en 4 in les. Huiswerk 2,3,5 en vocab 2.Do: Nagaan huiswerk. Klassikaal: oefening 6,8,9,15. Huiswerk: oefening 14, 16,21 en vocab. 3Vr: Nagaan huiswerk. Klassikaal: 10, 11. Huiswerk: 19 (inleveren)14 Jan. – 18 Jan.Ma: Herhaling hoofdstuk 9 + test. Huiswerk:  Tekst 1, 2Wo: Start hoofdstuk 10. Nagaan huiswerk en bespreken tekst. Huiswerk: lezen taalhulp en grammatica.Do: Klassikaal: uitleg grammatica en oefening 5,6. Huiswerk: vocab. 1 en oefening 9,10,11Vr: Cultuur21 Jan. – 25 Jan.Ma: No ClassDi: No ClassWo: Nagaan huiswerk. Klassikaal: oefening 12,14,16. Huiswerk: vocab. 2 en oefening 2,3,4, 21 en 22. Do: Nagaan huiswrk. Klassikaal: lezen en herhaling hoofdstuk 10. Huiswerk vocab. 3Vr: Cultuur. Huiswerk: Tekst en 228 Jan. – 1 Feb. Ma: test, Start hoofdstuk 11. Nagaan huiswerk en bespreken tekst. Huiswerk: lezen taalhulp en grammatica. Di: no classWo: Klassikaal: uitleg grammatica en oefening 1,6,8. Huiswerk: vocab. 1 en oefening 7,9,10.Do: Nagaan huiswerk. Klassikaal: oefening 5,13,15. Huiswerk: vocab.2 en oefening 2,3Vr: Cultuur4 Feb. – 8 Feb. Ma: nagaan huiswerk. Klassikaal: spreken + test. Huiswerk: vocab. 3 en oefening 23Di: No classWo: Nagaan huiswerk. Herhaling hoofdstuk 11. Klassikaal oefening 11 en lezen. Huiswerk: lezen tekst 1,2.Do: Start hoofdstuk 12. Nagaan huiswerk en bespreken tekst. Uitleg grammatica en oefening 1,6. Huiswerk : lezen taalhulp en grammatica. Vocab 1. En oefening 2,7,8Vrij. Cultuur11 Feb. – 15 Feb.Ma: Nagaan huiswerk. Klassikaal: oefening 8,10. Huiswerk: vocab. 2 en oefening 4,5.Di: No classWo: Huiswerk: vocab. 3. Klassikaal: schrijven en lezen.Vr: cultuur.18 Feb. – 22 Feb. Ma: preparation midterm test. Wo: Midterm test hoofdstuk 9 tm 12. Huiswerk: lezen tekst 1,2Do: Start hoofdstuk 13. Nagaan huiswerk en bespreken tekst. Huiswerk: lezen taalhulp en grammatica.Vr: Cultuur. Huiswerk: vocab.1, oefening 3,4,5.25 Feb. – 29 Feb. Ma: Nagaan huiswerk. Klassikaal: bespreken grammatica en oefening 2, 7a/b. Huiswerk: oefening 8,9,10Di: No classWo: Nagaan huiswerk. Klassikaal 12,13,16. Huiswerk: vocab. 2. Do: spreken, schrijven. Huiswerk: vocab. 3Vr: Cultuur. 3 Mrt. – 7 Mrt.Presentations & FunMa: presentations Matthew (Grammar ch 7), Samantha (Grammar ch 8)Wo: presentations Joel (Grammar ch 9), Arthur (Grammar ch 10)Do: presentations Jonathan (Grammar ch 11), Marpessa (Grammar ch 12), Ryan (Grammar ch 13), Ellen (Grammar ch 14)Vr: presentations Irena (Grammar ch 15), Adam (Grammar ch16)Syllabus prt 2.Monday 03-17: Chapter 13 herhaling Wednesday: preparation chapter test on 13Thursday: test on chapter 13	Friday: cultureMonday 03-24: Start chapter 14. Oefening 1 & 2. Taalhulp en Grammatica. Huiswerk 1&4Wednesday: nagaan huiswerk + oefening 2,3 & 5. Huiswerk oefening 6,7 & 8Thursday: nagaan huiswerk. Oefening 9, 10, 12 en 14.	Friday: cultureMonday 03-31 test on chapter 14Wednesday: Start chapter 15. Oefening 1 & 2. Taalhulp en grammatica. Klassikaal oefening 2, 3, 5 Huiswerk 1 (hand in)Thursday: Oefening 7, 8, 10, 12 & 14. 	Friday:  cultureMonday 04-07: Finishing chapter 15, test preparationWednesday: test on chapter 15Thursday: Start chapter 16. Oefening 1 & 2. Taalhulp en grammatica. Klassikaal oefening 2, 3, 4. Huiswerk 5, 6 	Friday: cultureMonday 04-14: Nagaan huiswerk. Oefening 7, 8. Huiswerk: 9Wednesday: nagaan huiswerk. Klassikaal: luisteren 11, 15, 16Thursday: movie	Friday: cultureMonday 04-21 Herhaling 9 & 10Wednesday: herhaling 11 & 12Thursday: herhaling 13 & 14	Friday: cultureMonday 04-28 TBAWednesday: TBAThursday: TBA	Friday: TBAFinal projectTeaching guide DUT 1131, fall semesterDUT 1131: Intensive Beginning Dutch IICourse Description Fall 2008Instructor: E-mail: Office hours: Phone: Texts: E. Ham, W.H.T.M. Tersteeg, L. Zijlman, Help! 1, een cursus Nederlands voor: anderstaligen.E. Ham, W.H.T.M. Tersteeg, L. Zijlman, Help, 1, Englisch Supplement.Audio CD’s Help! 1Objectives:This course aims to provide students with a thorough foundation in Dutch language skills, i.e. speaking, listening, writing and reading. In particular, speaking will play an important role in this course. Students will be required to give presentations regularly and both in the midterm as well as the final exams in the form of an interview with a native speaker. Students will learn the Dutch sound system as well as verb conjugations, tenses, vocabulary, idiomatic phrases, prepositions, adjectives, adverbs to name a few grammar concepts. Students of Dutch 1131 will also learn about everyday life and culture in the Netherlands from textbook reading passages and exercises in additions to assignments and activities outside the textbook.Attendance:Attendance is mandatory. There is a maximum of three unexcused absences. After three unexcused absences, a point will be deducted from you final grade parentage fur each further absence. If you are unable to attend class, you must notify your instructor well in advance before class begins. You will be expected to turn in homework of that day by e-mail and make up missed work as well as do additional work to compensate for you absence.Homework:Homework is also essential to language learning. The completion and practice of daily exercises inside and outside of class are required for progress in the acquisition of a second language. In additions to your daily homework, you can expect extra assignments that require you to hand in on a separate piece of paper. There are compositions and serve as preparation for your written tests. On some occasion you will have to rewrite these compositions to help re-enforce what you missed or misunderstood.Tests and Quizzes:Every other week you will have a test. Tests will be noted in the course syllabus. You will also give oral presentations. Topics will be chosen by your instructor and will be based on the vocabulary and themes from your textbook material. For each chapter you can expect a vocabulary quiz. All forms of testing: chapter tests, presentations, quizzes, the portfolio, the midterm and final exams will comprise your final percentage grade. The midterm and final exams are not optional and cannot be missed.Grades:Your final grade will be based on the following:35% final exam covering chapters 1-820% midterm exam covering the material to the mid point in the semester20% chapter exams10% oral presentations10% portfolio (written assignments)5% active participation in classScheduleMonday, August 25 – introduction, hoofdstuk 1: basis 1, tekst 2, oefening 1 t/m 3Tuesday – oefening 4 t/m 6Wednesday – oefening 7 t/m 11Thursday – herhaling hoofdstuk 1Friday – culture dayMonday, September 1 (Labor Day, no class)Tuesday – hoofdstuk 2: tekst 1, tekst 2, taalhulp, oefening 1, 2 en grammatica (pagina’s 34&20 uit het supplement). Huiswerk: 4 t/m 6Wednesday – nagaan van het huiswerk. Oefening 8, 10, 12, 13Thursday – oefening 15, 16 en 19. Herhaling hoofdstuk 2, voorbereiding chapter testFriday – culture dayMonday, September 8 chapter test over hoofdstuk 1 & 2Tuesday – hoofdstuk3: tekst 1, tekst 2, taalhulp, oefening 1, 2 en 4. Huiswerk  6 en 7Wednesday – nagaan van het huiswerk, grammatica (pagina 22, 42, 13 en 53 uit het supplement) oefening 8, 10 en 13. Huiswerk: 11 en 12.Thursday – nagaan van het huiswerk, oefening 14, 15 en 17Friday – culture dayMonday, September 15 – oefening 27 (neem een aantal plattegronden van Utrecht mee naar de les) oefening 29,21, 23, voorbereiden chapter test  Tuesday – chapter test hoofdstuk 3Wednesday – start hoofdstuk 4: tekst 1, tekst 2, tekst 3, taalhulp. Oefening 2 en 3. Huiswerk 4 en 5Thursday – nagaan huiswerk, grammatica (pagina 55, 13 uit het supplement), oefening 7 , 8Friday – culture dayMonday, September 22 – nagaan huiswerk, oefening 9, 10 en 13. Huiswerk: oefening 23 (inleveren)Tuesday – nagaan huiswerk, oefening 14, 17, 25 en 26Wednesday – herhaling hoofdstuk 1 en 2Thursday – herhaling hoofdstuk 3 en 4Friday – culture dayMonday, September 29 – midterm test over hoofdstuk 1 t/m 4. Tuesday – start hoofstuk 5: tekst 1, tekst 2, taalhulp, oefening 1, 3 en 4.  Huiswerk: oefening 5Wednesday – nagaan huiswerk, grammatica (bladzijde 53,55, 39 en 40 uit het supplement) oefening 6 (zie ook blz 17 uit het supplement), 7 en 8. Huiswerk: 9 Thursday – nagaan huiswerk, oefening 10, 13 en 14. Huiswerk: 11 (inleveren)Friday – culture dayMonday, October 6 – nagaan huiswerk, oefening 15, 17, 21 en 22. Tuesday – oefening 24, 25 en 27Wednesday – herhaling hoofdstuk 5Thursday – chapter test over hoofdstuk 5Friday – culture dayMonday, October 13 – start hoofdstuk 6: tekst 1, tekst 2, taalhulp. Oefening 2 en 4. Huiswerk: 3 (inleveren)Tuesday – nagaan van het huiswerk, grammatica (pagina 13 en 14 uit het supplement) 5,6 en 7.Wednesday – oefening 8,9, 12, 15, 20 en 21.Thursday – oefening 18 en 19, herhaling hoofdstuk 6Friday – culture dayMonday, October 20  - Chapter test over hoofdstuk 6Tuesday –start hoofdstuk 7: tekst 1, tekst 2, taalhulp. Huiswerk: 1 en 2Wednesday – nagaan van het huiswerk, oefening 3, grammatica (pagina 43 tot en met 47 en 19 uit het supplement) oefening 4  en 6. Huiswerk: 5Thursday – culture dayFriday (Home coming, no class)Monday, October 27 – nagaan van het huiswerk, oefening 7, 8, 9 en 16Tuesday – oefening 13, 14, 17. Huiswerk: oefening 20 (inleveren)Wednesday – nagaan huiswerk, oefening 20 t/m 22Thursday – herhaling hoofdstuk 7Friday – culture dayMonday, November 3 – chaptertest hoofdstuk 7Tuesday – presentationsWednesday - presentationsThursday - presentationsFriday – culture dayMonday, November 10 – start hoofdstuk 8: tekst 1, tekst 2, taalhulpTuesday (Veterans Day, no class)Wednesday – oefening 1, 3 en 4, grammatica (pagina’s 38, 48, 50 en 44 uit het supplement)Thursday – grammatica, oefening 6, 7 en 8. Huiswerk 9 en 10Friday – culture dayMonday, November 17 – nagaan huiswerk. Oefening 11, 12, 21 en 24. Huiswerk: 23 (inleveren)Tuesday – nagaan van het huiswerk. Oefening 14, 16, 19 en 22Wednesday –oefening 24, 25 en 26Thursday – herhaling hoofdstuk 8Friday – culture dayMonday, November 24 – herhaling hoofdstuk 1 & 2Tuesday – herhaling hoofdstuk 3 & 4Wednesday – herhaling hoofdstuk 5 & 6Thursday (Thanksgiving, no class)Friday (Thanksgiving, no class)Monday, December 1 – herhaling hoofdstuk 7 & 8Tuesday – final exam voorbereidingWednesday - final exam voorbereidingThursday - final exam voorbereidingFriday – final exam.Monday, December 8 -Tuesday -Wednesday - Classes end December 10.Let op! Het schema kan veranderenTips en andere suggestiesZodra de colleges beginnen, start vanzelfsprekend ook gelijk de Dutch Class.  Dat moet je even scherp in de gaten houden, je TA-schap is namelijk niet ingeroosterd. Je zullt dus gewoon naar de campus moeten komen die eerste dag. Het is raadzaam dat vroeg op de dag te doen en je te melden bij het kantoor van de Germanic Department op de tweede etage van Dauer Hall. Daar zullen de medewerkers je van de nodige informatie voorzien aangaande het rooster, de ingeschreven studenten etc. Ook praktische zaken zullen aan de orde komen zoals het je username en wachtwoorde van de computers die je in het gebouw kunt gebruiken, evenals de sleutel die toegang geeft tot die ruimte. Tevens kunnen zij je helpen indien er een overlap is tussen je eigen college’s en je Nederlandse les. In dat geval zullen zij kijken of er een lokaal beschikbaar is waarin je op een andere dag een dubbele sessie kunt doen. In het kantoor van dr. Sharon DiFino kun je terecht voor het cursusmateriaal en achtergelaten materialen van oud-TA’s. De eerste les zal vooral een kennismaking zijn met de studenten en in het teken staan van praktische zaken zoals de roostering en de boeken. Tevens kun je, indien nodig, met de studenten overleggen wanneer het hen het beste uitkomt om een dubbele sessie in te roosteren. Mocht je akkoord zijn met de bovenstaande syllabus, dan is de eerste les het uitgelezen moment om deze uit te delen. Zoals je wellicht hebt kunnen opmaken uit deze beschrijving, zul je een hoop zelf moeten doen. Dat lijkt in eerste instantie wat vreemd, maar als TA ben je tenslotte verantwoordelijk voor je eigen klas. Je deelt dus je eigen lessen in, schrijft je eigen toetsen, kijkt deze zelf na etc, etc. De ervaring leert echter dat je dit snel onder de knie zult krijgen. Desondanks is ter illustratie een chapter test van hoofdstuk 13 bijgevoegd. Dit is vooral om een beetje een idee te krijgen van een mogelijk format aangezien jij de hoofdstukken 1 t/m 8 zult behandelen. Uit de syllabus suggestie heb je eveneens kunnen opmaken dat het gebruikelijk is om een dag in de week te besteden aan cultuur. Het afgelopen jaar was dit de vrijdag. Een prima keuze aangezien je zo een ontspannende les hebt aan het einde van een intensieve week. Hieronder vindt je een lijst met mogelijke onderwerpen. Rest mij tenslotte nog te zeggen dat ondanks het vele werk, het TA-schap een ervaring is om nooit te vergeten. Het geeft een fantastische extra dimensie aan je verblijf hier in Florida. Ik weet zeker dat je hier over een aantal maanden op zult terugkijken met volle tevredenheid. Heel veel succes gewenst. Mogelijke onderwerpen voor Culture day:Dutch food and drinksAgriculture Art (schilders, Esscher, Koolhaas etc)Foreign policyDutch traditions, customs and habitsWatermanagementThe German occupationThe Netherlands in the EUTopography and Geography of the NetherlandsDutch designDutch automobile industryDutch musicBijlage: Chapter test 13Luisteren. Zet het ritmeschema achter de woorden.BushalteAutomatenPincodeMotivatieGereserveerdSaladeDirecteurFinanciënSecetaresseIntroduceren2.VocabBeleefdGemeentelijkHet legitimatie bewijsDe toestemmingZwerver1:2:3:4:5:Exercise, zoek de synoniemen bij elkaarBestuurderCorrectOpschrijvenInvitatieUitvoerenChauffeurJuistNoterenUitnodigenExporterenGrammar, zet de zinnen in perfectumWe...........................naar een feest.........................................(zijn)Saskia heeft een nieuwe jurk nodig. Ze........................de hele middag winkel in, winkel uit.....................................(gaan)Ze.....................................uren lang naar een leuke jurk..........................................(zoeken)Afgelopen zaterdag...........................ik bij mijn buren..............................(eten)Ze................................een speciale maaltijd.........................................(klaar maken)Grammar, laat in de onderstaande zinnen ‘moet’ en ‘kunt weg’. Hoe verandert het andere werkwoord? Voorbeeld: U moet morgen opbellen  Belt u morgen op.U moet het formulier invullenU moet het formulier weer bij ons inleverenU kunt het formulier opsturenU moet een kopie van uw legitimatiebewijs meezendenU moet uw telefoon nummer opschrijven.1:2:3:4:5:6.Voorbeeld: A: Piet		B: een aardig meisjeA: Piet werkt bij de verzekeringsmaatschappijB: Er werkt een aardig meisje bij de verzekeringsmaatschappij1: A  Meneer Willems		B een vrouwA: Meneer Willems loopt op straatB:2: A	Remco				B  De moeder van SaskiaA: Remco staat bij een loket te wachtenB: 3: A Karel				B  Een jongen uit onze klasA: Karel woont in de Van Gogh straatB:4: A  Maria				BiemandA: Maria belt op om iets te vragenB: 5: A Het formulier van de verzekering 	B Een of ander formulierA: het formulier van de verzekering ligt op tafelB: 7.Zet in de goede volgorde. Zo vul je een formulier in:Lees goed wat je moet invullenPlak een postzegel op de envelopZet onderaan je handtekeningSchrijf in bloklettersVul eerst je naam inProbeer duidelijk te schrijvenGooi de enveloppe in de brievenbusDoe het formulier in een envelop8.Vul in: de, het, een. Let op: soms kunt u niets invullen!Voorbeeld: Er is............restaurant op het stationEr is een restaurant op het station.....................huis van Jan en Annie staat te koop. Er staan in hun straat nog........................huis te koop......................boeken op de tafel zijn van onze leraar. Er liggen.....................boeken voor de studenten in de kast.Er staat............................telefoon toestel op de kast.  .........................................telefoon toestel is kapot.Er zit...............................thee in de pot.  ......................................thee is koud.Er loopt..........................man om het huis.  ..........................man kijkt naar binnen.9.Vertaal1: We are working1: 2: The men are repairing a window2:3: Many people are waiting in line3: 4: I am reading the newspaper4:5: We are reading the newspaper5:10.VocabAdvertising agencyWell/ehmNobodyConditionTo hand inRace, Gender, and Politics (POS 6199)
Spring 2007
Dr. Sharon D. Austin
 Associate Professor of Political Science
The University of Florida
Dr. Austin's Contact Information:					Office Hours: 
Office: 208 Anderson Hall							Tuesdays 10:40-11:40am
Office number: 392-0262, ext. 266						Tuesdays 1:50-2:50pm
E-mail: polssda@bellsouth.net (home) or swright@polisci.ufl.edu (office)	Thursdays 10:40-12:40amI am also available for office hours on other days at other times by appointment.	Thursdays, 1:50-2:50pm

Purpose and Format of Course:





If you have a disability, please inform me so that appropriate arrangements can be made. 

The Required Textbooks are much cheaper at www.amazon.com and other internet sites.
Rhonda Y. Williams.  The Politics of Public Housing.  Oxford University Press, 2004.Samuel Leiter.  Affirmative Action in Antidiscrimination Law.  Albany: State University of New York Press, 2005.Jeffrey Henig, Richard Hula, Marion Orr, and Desiree Pedescleaux.  The Color of School Reform: Race, Politics, and the Challenge of Urban Education.  Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2001.Michele Tracey Berger.  Workable Sisterhood: The Political Journey of Stigmatized Women with HIV/AIDS.  Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2004.James Button, Barbara Rienzo, and Kenneth D. Wald.  Private Lives, Public Conflicts: Battles over Gay Rights in American Communities.  Congressional Quarterly Press, 1997.The Reserve Articles:

These readings are on reserve on the www.uflib.ufl.edu web site.  To read or print these articles, click on the course reserves link, type in my last name, and click on the article’s title.Class Participation:

Class participation includes discussion during class meetings and attendance.   Also, try to get to class on time. Academic Dishonesty:

Academic dishonesty includes plagiarism and cheating on examinations.  The penalty for cheating is 
a grade of 0 on the exam.  In addition, the dean's office may choose to administer a harsher
punishment such as a temporary suspension from this class or a permanent expulsion from the
university.

The Take Home Examination:

On the final examination, you will be tested on all of the information in the assigned readings and class discussion.  The test will include two or three essay questions.  In order to earn the highest grade possible, show me that you have read the assignments and have the ability to analyze them in a clear and concise manner. The Paper Assignment and Presentation:Your research paper should range from approximately 20-25 pages (not including endnotes and the bibliography) and examine a topic concerning race, gender, and/or sexual orientation in American politics.  You can either examine a topic that we have discussed in class or another relevant topic.  The papers must be double-spaced, typed, and formatted according to the Chicago Manual of Style, M.L.A., or the American Psychological Association (A.P.A.) format.  I suggest that you read articles in academic journals and write your paper in a similar format.  At the end of the semester, you must give a presentation which summarizes the main points of your paper.  A brief discussion of the papers will take place at the end of that class.  

Your Grade will be Based on:				Grading Scale:

							90-100		AClass Participation			20%		80-89		BPaper Presentation			10% 		70-79		C
Paper					30%		60-69		DTake-Home Examination			40%		Below 60	FClass Schedule: Race and the Politics of Urban Education1-9	Introduction1-16	Textbook Readings:	The Color of School Reform, chapters 1-3	Reserve Readings:	Implications Wide in School Voucher Case	School Vouchers Showdown	Strike 2 Against School Vouchers	John Ellis Bush v. Ruth D. Holmes et al.  767 So.2d 668; 2000 Fla App. LEXIS 126581-23	Textbook Readings: 	The Color of School Reform, chapters 4-8Political Incorporation TheoryReserve Readings:Can Nagin Save New Orleans?Can People of Color Achieve Equality in City Government?:  The Setting and the IssuesHas Political Incorporation Been Achieved:  Is It Enough?9th Ward: History, Yet, But A Future?Power, Politics, and the New Orleans Non-Regime	The Evolution and Impact of Biracial Coalitions and Black Mayors in Birmingham and New Orleans	The Use of Social Capital to Address Community and Social Problems2-6	Textbook Readings:The Politics of Public Housing, chapters 1-3	Reserve Readings:	Distressed Public Housing Where Do We Go From Here	Subsidizing Blight2-13	Textbook Readings:The Politics of Public Housing, chapters 4-6	Reserve Readings:	Can Citizens Control Urban Governance?: The Elusive Search for Social Capital2-20 	Textbook Readings:	Workable Sisterhood, chapter 1-6The Political Experience of American Women, Latinos, and Asian Americans2-27 	Textbook Readings:	Workable Sisterhood, chapter 7-8	Reserve Readings:	Public Opinion and Hillary Rodham Clinton	Why Was 1992 the Year of the Woman	Year of the Women	3-6	Reserve Readings:	Asian Pacific Americans and the Pan-Ethnic Question	Comparative Experience Factors Among Blacks, Hispanics, and Asians: Coalitions or Conflicts?	Interracial Politics: Asian Americans and Other Communities of Color	Transcending the Bamboo and Glass Ceilings: Defining the Trajectory to Empower Asian Pacific Islander American Women in Politics3-13	NO CLASS (Spring Break)The Politics of Gay Rights3-20	Papers are due today.	Reserve Readings:A Day Without Immigrants	Mexican Unions Take to Streets in ‘A Day Without Gringos’	Latino’s Future	Power Without a Program: Hispanic Incorporation in Miami	Textbook Readings:	Public Conflicts, Private Lives, chapters 1-33-27	Textbook Readings:	Public Conflicts, Private Lives, chapters 4-8The Issue of Affirmative Action4-3	Textbook Readings:	Affirmative Action in Antidiscrimination Law and Policy, chapters 1-44-10	Textbook Readings:	Affirmative Action in Antidiscrimination Law and Policy, chapters 5-84-17	Paper PresentationsTake-Home Examinations are due today.Political Parties Political Science (POS) 6453 Dr. Daniel A. Smith Spring 2008, Mon, 8:30-11:00am Office: 003 Anderson Hall 216 Anderson Hall Office Hours: MW 11:00am-1:00pm (and by appointment) Phone: 352.273-2346 Email: dasmith@polisci.ufl.edu Home Page: www.clas.ufl.edu/users/dasmith/ Course Objectives: The declining health of political parties in America has been routinely overstated by political scientists, journalists, and practitioners alike. Unfazed by the apparent societal decline in partisanship, increased regulations on their fundraising tactics, and entreaties for bipartisanship policymaking, the party, contrary to David Broder’s pronouncement in 1971, is not yet over. Parties have proven to be amazingly resilient, able to adapt to the changing times and political conditions. In turn, the study of political parties is once again in vogue amongst political scientists. Showing renewed interest, scholars are drawing on a host to theoretical and methodological approaches to generate new questions about the representativeness of parties, their ability to include and mobilize citizens, their place in governmental policymaking and legitimacy, and their relationship to state capacity and development. While E.E. Schattschneider’s claim— that “political parties created democracy and that modern democracy is unthinkable save in terms of the parties”—is perhaps a truism, political parties have shown themselves to be central to the democratization of American political institutions and practices. This graduate seminar is intended to provide students with a scholarly overview of American political parties. Over the course of the semester, we will probe the origins, conceptions, dynamics, importance, relevance, strength, and impact of political parties in American politics. We’ll tackle several open-ended theoretical, normative, and empirical questions, including: What are parties and how should we define them? What explains the emergence and development of political parties? Are American parties ideological or functional? Should parties be responsible? What are party systems, realignments, and critical elections, and they useful prisms through which to compartmentalize and explain parties? Why is there a two party duopoly in the U.S.? What is the role of the state in party formation and evolution? Are parties declining or resurging (in terms of party organization, parties in government, and party identification)? What is the relationship between parties and interest groups, and have parties become captured? Is the decline in voter turnout related to a decline of political parities? How do campaign finance reforms affect party organizations, and vice versa? How do parties inform questions of representation and participation? Finally, and perhaps most importantly, do parties matter? Participation Your weekly attendance is expected. If you think you may have to miss more than one class during the semester, it is advised that you drop this course immediately. If for some unforeseen reason you are unable to attend class, it is imperative that you contact me ASAP. All students are expected to participate in class discussions, which means not only showing up for class, but being fully prepared to critically discuss the required readings. Participation is worth 10% of your final grade. Do not assume that by merely showing up for class you will earn full participation credit. Discussion Leader Each student will be designated to co-lead one class discussion on the readings. This responsibility is worth 10% of your final grade. For the presentation, students must provide a handout in class to fellow students. The handout should provide a brief summary of each assigned reading, including: 1) the research question being addressed; 2) the theories or hypotheses tested; 3) summary of the data used or the logic of the argument; 4) findings. Presentations on the readings should take roughly 30-45 minutes. Open discussion of the readings will follow. Thought Pieces Students are required to write four response papers, or what I like to call “thought pieces.” Rather than summarizing, you are to react to the assigned material, critically analyzing the theses, themes, and assumptions of the readings and evaluating the appropriateness of the research designs or methodological techniques. When analytically questioning, comparing, and criticizing the texts, you should relate and interpose the arguments and empirical findings of the readings to other readings or current political events. You should only briefly summarize the arguments of the readings. Each thought piece is to be roughly 800-1000 words. They may be written in the first person. There is no need to provide a reference page unless you cite material not listed in the syllabus. When quoting from or citing the assigned articles, just refer to them by the author’s name, date, and page numbers in the body of the text (e.g., Smith 1998: 45-6). You will sign up for your four thought pieces during our first session. You must email your thought pieces to me as a Microsoft Word attachment. They are due in my office by noon on Sundays, prior to our Monday morning classes. Turning your assignments in early allows me to consider your thoughts, which in turn, helps to give me an idea of how to structure our discussions. I do not accept late thought pieces. Each essay is worth 10% of your final grade (40% total). I expect students who turn in thought pieces to be especially ready and willing participants during class. Research Paper All students will write a substantial research paper for the course, worth 40% of your final grade. You have three options: 1) a 15-20 page original research paper on some aspect of political parties; 2) an in-depth, extended (20-25 page) literature review on a given topic found in the syllabus; or 3) a 20-25 page research proposal/prospectus on your dissertation topic (for those thinking of writing dissertations that touch on political parties). You may co-author your paper with another member of class, and I also might be interested in collaborating with you on one of my ongoing research projects. A two-page research prospectus is due in class on January 28, 2008. All students should meet with me during office hours prior to that time to discuss their research proposals. The prospectus must state your research question, your tentative argument and hypotheses, and any data and research methods you plan to use. You might also mention any foreseeable limitations to your research. On March 3, students must submit to me a detailed outline of their research paper, a summary of the data being used, and a bibliography of sources used for the theoretical section of the paper. Students will meet individually with me on that day to discuss the progress they have made on their research papers. On April 21, students will present an overview of their research in class (approximately 10 minutes each), followed by suggestions from fellow students and me. The final research paper is due on April 28 at 5pm; I need both a hard copy and an emailed MS Word attachment. UF Honor Code All students are expected to abide by the UF Honor Code, which reads, in part: “I affirm that this work in its entirety is mine alone, and that I have received no outside assistance from anyone else, including classmates, other students, or faculty. I understand that plagiarism, seeking or receiving other unauthorized assistance, or any false representations regarding this exam [or other work] are serious offenses punishable under the Student Honor Code.” Grading Class Participation 10% 4 Thought Pieces 40% (10% each) Discussion Leader 10% Research Paper 40% Required Texts (available at Goerings Bookstore): John Aldrich, Why Parties? The Origin and Transformation of Political Parties in America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995). Paul Frymer, Uneasy Alliances: Race and Party Competition in America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999). Richard Hofstadter, The Idea of a Party System: The Rise of Legitimate Opposition in the United States (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969). E.E. Schattschneider, The Semisovereign People (New York: Hold, Rinehart, and Winston, 1960). Additional required readings are available through the library’s course reserves, online, or via JSTOR. Course Outline Week 1, January 7 Introduction & Overview of Course: What are Parties and Why Study Them? Leon Epstein, “The Scholarly Commitment,” Political Parties in the American Mold (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1989). [chapter 2] Howard Reiter, “The Study of Political Parties, 1906-2005: The View from the Journals,” American Political Science Review 100 (2006): 613-618. Week 2, January 14 What Happened to the Republican Revolution? Jacob Hacker and Paul Pierson, Off Center: The Republican Revolution and the Erosion of American Democracy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005). [Intro, chpts 1 & 6] Thomas Edsall, Building Red America: The New Conservative Coalition and the Drive for Permanent Power (NY: Basic Books, 2006). [chpts 1-2] Hayes, Danny and Seth McKee, “Toward a One-Party South? American Politics Research 36 (2008): 3-32. Thomas Frank, What’s the Matter with Kansas? (NY: Metropolitan Books, 2004). [chpts 1 & 5] Larry Bartels, “What’s the Matter with What’s the Matter with Kansas?” (2004) Thomas Frank, “Class Dismissed” (2005) No Class January 21: MLK Day Week 4, January 28 Why Parties? An American Political Development Perspective Richard Hofstadter, The Idea of a Party System: The Rise of Legitimate Opposition in the United States (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969). Anson Morse, “Our Two Great Parties: Their Origin and Tasks,” Political Science Quarterly 6 (1891): 593-612. Anson Morse, “Our Two Great Parties: Their Origin and Tasks,” Political Science Quarterly, 7 (1892): 522-535. Week 5, February 4 Why Parties? A Rational Choice Perspective John Aldrich, Why Parties? The Origin and Transformation of Political Parties in America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995). Anthony Downs, “An Economic Theory of Political Action in a Democracy,” Journal of Political Economy 65 (1957): 135-50. Joseph Schlesinger, “The New American Political Party,” American Political Science Review 79 (1985): 1152-1169. Joseph Schlesinger, “Conceptual Approaches to Political Parties,” PS 19 (1986): 860-862. Week 6, February 11 Realigning the Realignment Synthesis? Assessing Party Systems and Critical Elections David Mayhew, “Electoral Realignments,” Annual Review of Political Science 3 (2000): 449-474. Respond to Mayhew’s critique, from the perspective of one of the authors listed below: V.O. Key, “A Theory of Critical Elections,” Journal of Politics 17 (1955): 3-18. V.O. Key, “Secular Realignment and the Party System,” Journal of Politics 21 (1959): 198-210. Walter Dean Burnham, “Party Systems and the Political Process,” in William Chambers and Walter Dean Burnham, eds., The American Party Systems: Stages of Political Development (New York: Oxford, 1967). Walter Dean Burnham, Critical Elections and the Mainsprings of American Politics (New York: Norton, 1970). [chapter 7] Jeffrey Stonecash and Everita Silina, “The 1896 Realignment: A Reassessment,” American Politics Research 33 (2005): 3-32. James Sundquist, Dynamics of the Party System: Alignment and Realignment of Political Parties in the United States (Washington, D.C.: Brookings, 1973). [chapters 1-2] Paul Allen Beck, “A Socialization Theory of Partisan Realignment,” in Richard Niemi, ed., The Politics of Future Citizens (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1974). Paul Allen Beck and Kent Jennings, “Political Periods and Political Participation,” American Political Science Review 73 (1979): 737-750. Richard McCormick, “The Realignment Synthesis in American History,” Journal of Interdisciplinary History 13 (1982): 85-105. David Brady, “A Reevaluation of Realignments in American Politics: Evidence from the House of Representatives,” American Political Science Review 79 (1985): 28-49. Richard McCormick, “Walter Dean Burnham and ‘The System of 1896,’” Social Science History 10 (1986): 245-62. Edward Carmines, John McIver, and James Stimson, “Unrealized Partisanship: A Theory of Dealignment,” Journal of Politics 49 (1987): 376-400. Joel Silbey, “Beyond Realignment and Realignment Theory: American Political Eras, 17891989,” in Byron Shafer, ed., The End of Realignment? Interpreting American Electoral Eras (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1991). John Aldrich, “Political Parties in a Critical Era,” American Politics Quarterly 27 (1999): 9-32. Perter Nardulli, “The Concept of a Critical Realignment, Electoral Behavior, and Political Change,” American Political Science Review 92 (1998): 391-99. Larry Bartels, “Electoral Continuity and Change, 1868-1996,” Electoral Studies 17 (1998): 301-26. Ronald Formisano, “’The Party Period’ Revisited,” Journal of American History 86 (1999): 93-120. Daniel Shea, “The Passing of Realignment and the Advent of the ‘Baseless’ Party System,” American Politics Quarterly 27 (1999): 33-57. Edward G. Carmines and Michael Wagner, “Political Issues and Party Alignments: Assessing the Issue Evolution Perspective,” Annual Review of Political Science 9 (2006): 67-81. Week 7, February 18 Assessing “Electoral Capture” Paul Frymer, Uneasy Alliances: Race and Party Competition in America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999). V.O. Key, Southern Politics in State and Nation (New York: Knopf, 1949) [chapter 14]. Week 8, February 25 Should/Can Parties be Responsible?Anson Morse, “What is a Party?” Political Science Quarterly 11 (1896): 68-81. E.E. Schattschneider, Party Government (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1942). [chpt 3] APSA Committee on Political Parties, “Toward a More Responsible Two-Party System: A Report of the Committee on Political Parties” 44 American Political Science Review 44 (1950) Supplement, “Summary of Conclusions and Proposals.” Austin Ranney, “Toward A More Responsible Two-Party System: A Commentary,” American Political Science Review, 45 (1951): 488-499. Gerald Pomper, “Toward a More Responsible Two-Party System? What Again? Journal of Politics 33 (1971): 916-940. John Green and Paul Herrnson, “Party Development in the Twentieth Century: Laying the Foundations for Responsible Party Government?” (APSA 2000) Leon D. Epstein, “A Persistent Quest” (APSA 2000) David B. Magleby, Kelly D. Patterson, and James A. Thurber, “Campaign Consultants and Responsible Party Government” (APSA 2000) Week 9, March 3 Research Session: Individual & Group Meetings with Prof. Smith about Research Papers & Projects No Class March 10 – Spring Break Week 11, March 17 Party Organization Sidney Milkis, The President and the Parties (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993). [chapt 3] Martin Shefter, Political Parties and the State (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994). [chapter 1 & 3] J.P. Monroe, The Political Party Matrix: The Resistance of Organization (Albany: SUNY Press, 2001). [chpts 1 & 2] Cornelius Cotter and John Bibby, “Institutional Development of Parties and the Thesis of Party Decline,” Political Science Quarterly 95 (1980): 1-27. John Coleman, “Party Organizational Strength and Public Support for Parties,” American Journal of Political Science 40 (1996): 805-824). Week 11, March 24 Is the Party Over? Tracking Partisan Identification Stephen Craig, “The Decay of Mass Partisanship,” Polity 20 (1988): 705-13. Warren E. Miller, “Party Identification, Realignment, and Party Voting: Back to the Basics,” The American Political Science Review 85 (1991): 557-568. Morris P. Fiorina, “Parties and Partisanship: A 40-Year Retrospective,” Political Behavior 24 (2002): 93-115. Michael MacKuen, Robert Erikson, and James Stimson, “Macropartisanship,” The American Political Science Review 83 (1989): 1125-1142. Donald Green, Bradley Palmqest, Eric Schickler, Partisan Hearts and Minds: Political Parties and the Social Identities of Voters (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002) [chpts 1-2]. Robert Erikson, Michael Mackuen, and James Stimson, What Moves Macropartisanship? A Response to Green, Palmquist, and Schickler, The American Political Science Review 92 (1998): 901-912. Week 12, March 31 The Two Party Duopoly? Ron Rappaport and Walter Stone, Three’s a Crowd (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2005). [chpts 1 & 2] Barry Burden, “Minor Parties and Strategic Voting in recent U.S. Elections,” Electoral Studies 24 (2005): 603-18. Abramson, Paul, et al., “Third-party and independent candidates in American politics: Wallace, Anderson, and Perot,” Political Science Quarterly 110 (1995): 349-67. Steven Rosenstone, Roy Behr, and Edward Lazarus, Third Parties in America, 2nd ed. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996). [chpts 1 & 2] Joel Rodgers, “Pull the Plug,” Administrative Law Review 52 (2000): 743-768. Week 13, April 7 Participation and Parties E.E. Schattschneider, The Semisovereign People (New York: Hold, Rinehart, and Winston, 1960). Steven Schier, By Invitation Only: The Rise of Exclusive Politics in the United States (Pittsburgh: Univ. of Pittsburgh Press, 2000). [chpts 1 & 6] Thomas Patterson, The Vanishing Voter: Public Involvement in an Age of Uncertainty (New York: Knopf, 2002). [chpt 1] Matthew Crenson and Benjamin Ginsberg, Downsizing Democracy: How America Sidelined Its Citizens and Privatized Its Public (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002). [chpt 1] Week 14, April 14 The Politics of Party Financing: Who Gives and Who Gets? Anthony Corrado, “Party Finance in the Wake of BCRA: An Overview” (2005). Michael Malbin, “Political Parties Under the Post-McConnell BCRA” (2005). Diana Dwyre and Robin Kolodny, “The Parties’ Congressional Campaign Committees in 2004”  (2005). Raymond La Raja, “State and Local Parties” (2005) Raymond La Raja, Susan Orr, and Daniel Smith, “Surviving BCRA,” in John Green and Daniel Coffey, eds., The State of the Parties (Boulder: Rowman & Littlefield, 2007). Thomas Ferguson, Golden Rule (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995). [chpt 2]. Week 15, April 21 Do Parties Matter? In-Class Research PresentationsFLORIDA GERMAN TEACHING METHODSTraditional Classroom & Multi-Media PlatformsGEW 6900 – Spring 2008Location and Time:Professor: Sharon M. DiFino				Professor: Franz FutterknechtOffice: Dauer 365						Office: Dauer 263DOffice hours: 						Office hours:Phone:  392-2101 Ex: 221				Phone: 392-2101 Ex: 213E-mail: difino@ufl.edu					E-mail: futterk@germslav.ufl.edu REQUIRED TEXTS:  Ducate, Lara & Arnold, Nike, Eds. Calling on CALL: From Theory and Research to New Directions in Foreign Language Teaching. (CALICO Mongograph Series vol. 5, 2006)Omaggio Hadley, Alice. Teaching Language in Context. 3/e. Boston: Heinle & Heinle, 2001.DESCRIPTION:This course offers an introduction to the theory and practice of teaching and learning second languages with an emphasis primarily on German and Dutch. We will address communicative language teaching in the context of both traditional textbook based instruction as well as electronic platforms. This course will analysis theories of second language acquisition; techniques for teaching the four skills, culture, and literature; task-based instruction; grammar as structured input; multimedia; testing and grading. In addition to the theoretical components of L2 instruction, we will discuss the practical aspects of teaching such as lesson planning, teaching module demonstrations, peer observations, critiquing textbooks, video-taping lessons, self-evaluation and designing literature/culture activities. These components of the course will constitute your portfolio.GOALS:Upon completion of this course students will:Become acquainted with the L2 language methodologies and the theory behind L2 acquisitionBe better equipped to organize, structure and plan out lessons as well as design appropriate quizzes and exams (oral and written)Be able to critique and evaluate L2 textbooks, software and programsLearn to self-evaluate lessons as well as those of their peersUnderstand L2 language multimedia in the context of current SLA theories and researchEvaluate how L2 multimedia can support language teachingGRADING:   50%: Portfolio (4 mini teaching demonstrations accompanied by lesson plans, two peer observation reports, one text book critique, and one video-taped lesson accompanied by your own reaction in writing) 20%: Class Active Participation (this includes leading discussions and giving presentations)10%: Reaction paper  (1-2 page written reaction to an essay in one of the following journals: Unterrichtspraxis, Foreign Language Annals or Modern Language Journal pertaining to teaching. The article can address any kind of platform.   20%: Final Project  (Multmedia project to be discussed with instructor) CLARIFICATION TO ABOVE:Mini teaching demonstrations:  Each student will present four teaching demonstrations of roughly 5–10 minutes accompanied by a handout for the other participants. The handout should state the objectives of your activity and provide a detailed outline/description of the various steps of the activity, e.g., input, practice, output. Self-Evaluation Strategy:Do you want to know how you come across in the classroom? Tape record and then listen to the tape. Pay particular attention to the amount of teacher talk, the types of questions asked, e.g., genuine questions or display questions, negotiation of meaning, and modes of error correction. Identify and reflect upon the things you would change in the delivery of your lesson.  Peer Observations: Twice this semester you will be required to visit the class of another instructor teaching. Please notify the instructor well in advance. Summarize your observations in 1–2 pages for your portfolio. Include an overview of lesson objectives, methods and activities, pace, variety, activities, error correction, modes of interaction, and success in achieving goals.  Video Taping for portfolio:You will be required to videotape one of your classes. Your video should be saved as a Quick time film. You must summarize your reactions in writing and place your reactions in your portfolio along with your film on CD.  Textbook Critique:Choose a current German or Dutch textbook (other than the textbook that you are using). 1. Review the preface and introduction for an overview of the textbook’s goals and methodology.  What kind of directives does the textbook provide for the instructor and/or students using the textbook?2. Select a chapter from the chosen textbook and examine it closely. How are the activities within the chapter sequenced? Can you determine the logic behind their sequencing? 3. Find four different exercise formats, e.g., drill, forced choice, information gap, partner work, etc. from the chapter. How would you classify these formats? Would you classify them as mechanical, meaningful, or communicative?  Please come to class ready to present these activities as a handout, on the overhead projector or as a power point presentation.4. What is your general assessment of the textbook? Does it live up to the goals/methodology as stated in the preface and introduction?  Reaction Paper:You should select Find a recent (last 5 years) journal article or chapter from a L2 pedagogy book on a topic relevant to teaching a second language. Recommended journals: Die Unterrichtspraxis, Foreign Language Annals, Modern Language Journal or Der Deutschunterricht. Write a 1–2 page reaction paper that provides a short summary and your assessment of the article’s relevance to you. Please inform me three weeks in advance which article you have chosen. You will be required to make handouts of your reaction paper to be distributed in class. Final Project:You will be required to create a mult-imedia project that should focus on a cultural activity/task/unit to enhance one of the chapters of Neue Horizonte or Help! Kunt u mij helpen? The cultural activity/task/unity should be congruent with the theories and methods we have discussed during the semester. This project should be discussed by midterm with the instructor. The project must be accompanied by a detailed description (4-5 pages) of its goals, methods and techniques and it should include references to our seminar textbooks (Calling on CALL or Teaching Language in Context as well as other secondary sources.  SEMESTER SCHEDULE  Week 1: INTRODUCTION & SETTING THE STAGELesson planning (Read Omaggio Hadley’s “Guidelines for Planning Lessons, p 462) and visit www.nclrc.org/essentials/grammar/developgram.htm)How to organize and sequence tasks, error correction techniques, and guidelines for group work (classroom and computer lab) Discussion topics: Teaching Language in Context Chapter 1 (pp 1-44): Omaggio Hadley, “On Knowing a Language: Communicative Competence, Proficiency, and the Standards for Foreign Language Learning”Calling on CALL Chapter 1 (pp 1-20): Arnold & Ducate, “CALL: Where Are We and Where Do We Go from Here?”Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, Teaching, Assessment   HYPERLINK "http://www.alte.org/can_do/index.php" ALTE - Can-do statementsWeek 2: METHODOLOGICAL CONTEXT OF L2 INSTRUCTIONDiscussion topics: TLC Chapter 3 (pp 86-131): Omaggio Hadley, “On Teaching Language: Principles and Priorities in Methodology”  CALL Chapter 2 (pp 21-41): Lake, “Situating CALL in the Broader Methodological Context of Foreign Language Teaching and Learning: Promises and Possibilities”  Mini Lesson #1: Demonstrate an activity that you plan to use in class. It should be an activity that has a number of phases, e.g., input, focused practice, creative output. Sign up for presenters:Mini Lesson #2:  Learning Management and Lesson Builder systems, virtual classrooms and distance-learning, Second Life Week 3: COMMUNICATING IN THE CLASSROOM & L2 SOFTWARE EVALUATIONDiscussion topics:TLC Chapter 6 (pp 230-273): Omaggio Hadley, “Developing Oral Proficiency”CALL Chapter 13 (pp 313-338): Hubbard, “Evaluating CALL Software”Part I: In Class Workshop: Sound recording and editing software, screen recording software, camcorder and movie maker software, podcasts, videocasts, High-tech classrooms, Language Lab in Turlington Reminder to all participants: This would be a good time in the semester to audio record your class for your self-evaluation. Week 4: THE ROLE OF READING IN L2 INSTRUCTIONDiscussion topics:TLC Chapter 4 (pp 139-170): Omaggio Hadley, “The Role of Context in Comprehension and Learning” and Chapter 5 (pp 176-226): Omaggio Hadley, “A Proficiency-Oriented Approach to Listening and Reading”CALL Chapter 4 (pp 69-98): Chun, “CALL Technologies for L2 Reading”Dr. Christine Overstreet: Reading in the Hypermedia Environment, Wordchamp and Hylighterhttp://llt.msu.edu/vol6num3/brandl/default.htmlWeek 5:  DEVELOPING TEST AND QUIZZESDiscussion topics:Part II: In Class Workshop: Dr. Futterknecht on assessment tools.TLC Chapter 9 (pp 345-385): Omaggio Hadley, “Classroom Testing”Week 6:  PRONUNCIATION AND CALLDiscussion topics:Calling on CALL Chapter 6 (pp 127-148): Grantham O’Brien, “Teaching Pronunciation and Intonation with Computer Technology”Mini Lesson #2: Create a grammar activity to demonstrate in class today. Pay particular attention to how your activity is sequenced.  Remember to hand in your mini teaching demo lesson plan. Sign up for two presenters:Peer Observation #1: Your first peer observation report is due.  Please come to class prepared to turn in your first peer observation report!Week 7:  TEXTBOOK CRITIQUES & IMPROVING LESSON PLANNINGDiscussion topics:Textbook evaluation Discussion: Please come to the seminar prepared to discuss your textbook critique findings and views. Your critiques should be completed to turn into me at the end of the class session.Improving Lesson Planning: Please come to class with observations you have made over the course of the semester that you have recorded with regard to your lessons. What worked well, what didn’t work well? How would you change certain lessons the next time you teach specific items in the same kind of language class? Please summarize these observations in a one page typed report and make enough copies to hand out to everyone. Week 8: TEACHING CULTURE (Part I)Discussion topics:TLC Chapter 8 (pp 345-385): Omaggio Hadley, “Teaching for Cultural Understanding”Dr. Futterknecht: Teaching language informed by culture - breaking the culture code - the Web as learning environment for a multisensory cultural immersionMini teaching demonstration #3: Please select a culture topic to demonstrate in class and make use of the technological knowledge you gained in this seminar this semester. Week 9: TEACHING CULTURE (Part II)Discussion topics:Calling on CALL Chapter 8 (pp 181-209): Abram, “From Theory to Practice: Intracultural CMC in the L2 Classroom” and Chapter 9 (pp 211-236) Lomika, “Understanding the Exchange and CMC” Thorne, Steven L. (2003) Artifacts and Cultures-of-Use in Intercultural Communication. Language Learning and Technology 7, 2, 120-136, Available online athttp://llt.msu.edu/vol7num2/thorne/default.htmlThe German Web as information resource: from travel to shopping, museum and history, economy and culture, politics and tourism, press and media, games and grammarWeek 10: SPRING BREAKWeek 11: Collaborative learningDiscussion topics:File-sharing, Instant-Messaging, wiki, text-messaging, Skype in writing, reading, and oral assignmentsWeek 12:  Presentations and quizzesMini teaching demonstration #4: For the final demonstration plan a lesson in form of a web module 1.  with study abroad information on different German/Austrian/Swiss universities. Use relevant audios, videos, maps, and pictures from the Web. Or2. on German/Austrian/Swiss cultural geography presenting cities or regions as centers for music, literature, painting, or philosophy. Use relevant audios, videos, maps, and pictures from the Web.OR. 3. on the main tourist centers in Germany/Austria/Switzerland. Use relevant audios, videos, maps, and pictures from the Web.Add your lesson to your portfolio. Week 13: REVIEWPeer Observation #2: Please turn in your second peer evaluation by the end of class.Weeks 14-16: FINAL PROJECT PRESENTATIONS
